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Introduction:
This tractate is a mathematical and metaphysical exploration into the nature of the
transcendental numbers π & e. Little is written about the actual metaphysical meaning of the
term transcendental in relation to π nor is there any known research or application thereof.
The title “THEOMATHESIS (sequel): π, A BRIDGE BETWEEN ASTROFYSICS & THEOLOGY,
hypothesizes a universal answer to questions concerning the Absolute, God, the cosmos or
universe, human life, real & intangible things. It states:
“The idea of an ideal circle recapitulated in the transcendental nature of π is the key
to understanding all such inquiries”. In other words: by understanding π better all
existential things can be better understood. Paraphrased we can say:
“What is that, when known, all things worth knowing are known?”
The answer is π !
Looking at ancient sages, truth & wisdom-seekers it is evident that π research is very old and
extensive amongst them; nothing compares. ”A book entitled: “THE JOY OF π” says:

ANCIENT HOMES & RELIGIOUS SITES WERE CIRCULAR
“The earliest homes & sacred sites, dating back 8000 years B.C. were circular, owing to
religions based on reverence for the Earth, the mother Goddess. Squares are rarely found in
nature; they are difficult to construct because one has to measure and calculate”. Page 12
Intro. “π teaches the limits of our comprehension, marking the boundary between the finite
and the infinite. We know it best through mathematics, physics, statistics, engineering,
biology, astronomy; it lies hidden in the sound waves of the ocean, ubiquitous in nature and
geometry. If we would understand π better we’d have a deeper understanding of the
universe.”. Page 3..
PRAISING THE CIRCLE
“The circle is one of the noblest representations of Deity in his noble works of human nature.
It bounds, determines, governs and dictates space, bounds the latitude & longitude, refers to
the sun, moon and the planets, it gives direction, brings to mind thoughts of eternity and
concentrates the mind to image for itself the distance and space it comprehends. It rectifies all
boundaries; it is the key to the information of the knowledge of God”. John Davis, “The
measure of the circle” 1845, page 64
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Mathematicians labored until the 19th century to understand the mystery of π.
“Finally in 1882 the mathematician F. Lindemann proved that π is transcendental based on
the foundations of Hermite who had proved that the number e was transcendental, whereas
π
Euler had established the equation e i +1= 0: therefore π is also transcendental….”. This
means that π is not an ordinary number, nor an algebraic number nor a number derived from
other known mathematical systems. What transcendental really is, in broad context,
mathematicians venture not to say, leaving such abstruse explanations rather to
metaphysicians, philosophers and theologians...
THE CIRCLE & THE CYCLE ARE ESSENTIAL TO LIFE
The circle, recapitulated in the transcendental numerical value of π
is absolute and fundamental to being, existence and life.
π and the circle are inherent in all manifestations of life.
No Circle, no Life!
Life is cyclical on micro, meso and macro levels. Reproduction, birth & death, respiration,
circulation, organic and inorganic action, digestion, assimilation, elimination all these cyclical
processes sustain life from within; cyclical seasons determined by the rotation of the planets,
whirling in their orbits around the sun, support life from above and beyond!
Atoms, revolving electrons etc., electromagnetic radiation and pulsation, all attest of the
participation in the grand circle of being; all share in the mysterious nature of π.
π is ubiquitous, beyond time and space, cause and effect; it transcends all visible and invisible
nature.
Man’s being, his ability to move, to think and remember rest in (the) circle. The wheel, its
applications, the dynamo, generators, the pendulum, the clock, time, light, the 105 elements,
all root in the circle and in π. The human eye-ball, analog of the sky-ball, is one such mystery
of π. Through a tiny circular hole, the pupil in the eye-ball, man beholds grand cosmic
wonders, perceives beauty, receives and sends messages of love. Observing the sky man
becomes aware of the rotation of planets, he discovers number, calculation, distance, cycles
and time and origin; he develops the science of measuring, he meditates on constancy and
change, he can sense danger and feel hate all through the agency of the circle in and behind
the eye...
Man perceives metaphysical images, he communicates with unseen beings, receives messages
through his inner eye sent to him from invisible, inhabited worlds when he is visited by
dreams, visions, apparitions, inspirations and ideas. With his inner eye he sees the image of
the invisible realm, the Ideal state of being called heaven by some; he yearns for that divinity.
Once this idea is born in him, it lays hold of him for ever; then he begins to live and toil for
the ideal and will not rest until he finds heaven within himself; to live with and through the
ideal called God for ever and ever. Information about persons, events and the environment
come through the eye. Lenses, telescopes, microscopes all are circles that let us inspect matter
and contemplate space within the inner wonders of nature.
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God, the ideal, is other name for the transcendental reality, we aver, it is the supreme source
and ultimate destination of all human life; this too is a cycle and mystery of π. Beginning and
end, eschatology, the knowledge of origin, first principles and uncaused causes, purpose,
direction and destination of life, the good, the true the beautiful, the holy, all are hidden in the
mystery of the circle. Mature salmon find the river that flushed them into the ocean only to
return there he finds his birthplace, to mate, to spawn, to die and complete the cycle.
Is man less than a fish that “knows” his origin? Such are a few of the mysteries we
contemplate in the light of the circle, the cycle, of life and death, and the mystery of the
transcendental π….
“THE MATHEMATICS
PANTOCRATOR”

OF

π

IS

THE

CREATIVE

LANGUAGE

OF

THE

As a student of philosophy, theology and mathematics, the writer is inspired by the idea that,
in the eyes of ancient and modern scientists is of paramount importance to life and the
understanding of the meaning and message of life.
This encouraged him to undertake to rewrite quantifiable science in the language of π.
The 1st tractate: “THEOMATHESIS, A BRIEF TRACTATE ON TRANSCENDENTAL MATHEMATICS,
THEOLOGY & QUESTIONS ON PHYSICS”, was inspired by a ‘circular dance’ on a game-board
with 8x8 hexagons of 2 sets of 16 analogous chess pieces exchanging territory, (black ends on
white’s place & vice versa using the least cooperative moves). The 32 pieces cross 1448 fields
in completing their cooperative circular journey. (see Metapontum statistics of the
metaphysical field-numbers [mn] 1448 page 43-44). T he mn 1448 relates logarithmically to
π, the natural constants and Biblical numbers like 144000.
The 1st tractate shows that π can be used to reformulate the natural constants and atomic
weights.
THEOMATHESIS INVERTS PROCEDURES TO FIND FORMULAS THAT FIT THE
KNOWN ANSWERS IN NATURE.
Theomathesis turns procedures around: it seeks mathematical equations expressed in the
language of π to satisfy known scientific answers and it takes quantifiable data of nature, the
Bible & mystical theology to calculate new formulas for each in the mathematical terms of the
transcendental π.
π

Eulers’s formula ei +1 = 0, when modified, yields the mn 1448. (E4ln(e1)¯¹ π+1=1448.3)
This opens the door to the idea that π can be the universal, cosmological key-matrix, the
celestial measuring-gauge, the invisible, non-physical, transcendent Creative Power. π is like
a cosmic agent, an all embracing legal scientific divine force revealed to man to better
understand and appreciate the truth in nature.
π ministers the creative process, oversees and directs the orderly formation of the universe!
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π is unbounded, constant and transcendental. Reason tells that the circle can be infinitely
small and large at once having the same constant π, It is immanent and transcendent. If this
is true, π must also be found in the age of the universe (the Big Bang).
When NASA released the age of the universe, naturally the writer focused his attention there.
This resulted in::

π AS A BRIDGE BETWEEN ASTROPHYSICS AND THEOLOGY
The formulas in both tractates are important; they tell the story. Interpreting them correctly is
more than a human task. However, the writer is confident that the ‘element of inspiration’ that
helped him to find these remarkable formulas will also help to explain them.

“All true science/knowledge must be gauged to π”
π has many ‘faces’, one of its greatest merits is its ordering and bounding principle of things
and information everywhere, it gives direction, it is the compass, it assigns place within and
without, it gives measures and the level of importance, while π itself remains aloft of all such
things, it simply IS, eternal, uncreated-idea, within and without…
In the Bible, the Book of Being, π = 3.14,15 is the ordering principle of place or pericope. It
reveals the mystical foundation of Being. This is the most important pericope in the Bible, it
is found in Exodus chapter 3 verses 14 & 15. This is the supreme statement of Being or esse
in which all man may participate.
I AM WHO I AM (Exodus 3,14-15) says YHWH
Every human being participates in this being, in (this) “I am”. This means that the particular
‘I am’ in any man, is the hidden person who really is behind the mask of his body, the person
(persona = sounding through…the I am of the indwelling God) and he who is, the individual
man only participates by the grace of the universal I AM WHO I AM. Therefore the person
(the invisible, transcendent inner spiritual man) participates in eternity and divinity, in spite of
his broken, damaged, or sinful state.
The Word, the Logos the “I AM WHO I AM”, is the Alpha and the Omega, the beginning and
the end. This lifts the tip of the veil of the mystery of being and of π.
This pericope Ex. 3. 14-15 gives the place where it is said that the invisible, living Absolute,
the GOD of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob reveals His true name and nature to man for the first
time when Moses sees the burning bush that is not consumed by this fire. The prefix Ex
means: from or coming from…a specified place or source. Thus it is evident that π is a
common factor in all sciences and the Bible, π unites them all…
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The metaphysical nature of the transcendental π is further revealed when Christ dies and is
resurrected in the month of March (3) on the 14th day on Easter, (3.14), the 14th day of the
Hebrew month of Nissan.
And further John 3.13: “No one has ascended into heaven but he who has descended from
heaven, the Son of man”. 3.14 “And as Moses lifted up the serpent in the wilderness, so must
the Son of man be lifted up that whoever believes in Him may have eternal life”.
This statement attests of the cycle and the circle in Jesus’ words and meaning while the π
pericope still further underscores this truth!

A PERFECT π IN A METAPHYSICAL CIRCLE: 32 PLAY- MAN GO
1448 FIELDS IN A CIRCULAR DANCE ON THE GAME BOARD
2πe (2(√(lnln π))

¯¹ = 1447.784443**

Conversely:

ee((ln (1447.784443 : 2π) : 2)2 )¯¹** = 3.141592654 = π exact.
The metaphysical field-number 1448 (1447.784443) is derived from the Metapontum peacegame or inverted chess. This number represents the critical distance between war and peace. It
is metaphysical because it is a circular dance of 2x 16 in harmony united play men making 2x
33 moves to form two halves of a perfect mental circle, a complete turnaround in thinking and
action in contrast to the war-like thinking in chess. This thought-inversion called metanoia
results in a perfect harmonious mental sphere. This number is treated as a the circumference
of a metaphysical circle whose radius is:
1447.784443 : 2 π = 230.4220506 fields or spaces.
The

inverse formula ee((ln(1447.784443 : 2π ) : 2) 2) ¯¹ = 3.141592654** = yields π exact.

This radius number when divided by the number of play men, 32, yields the individual
circular space of each play man. This is:
230.4220506 : 32 = 7.2007
The radius of each play man standing in his individual circle is: 7.2 : 2 π = 1.146027;
This number 1.146027 represents and corresponds to the natural logarithm of π. Symbolically
this means that each play man, (ln π = 1.1448 ≈ 1.146) returns to his origin, the state from
whom he has come. For human beings this is God. This is the metaphysical interpretation.
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Conversely:
All of the 32 play men having an individual radius of ln π form a grand circle of unity and
harmony:
2π x lnπ x 32 x 2π = 1446.15 ≈ 1447.78
Because we do not only speak of metaphysical or invisible circles but also of practical circles,
the difference between 1448 and 1447.784443 = 0.21 units ( 0.01488%) this is considered the
actual thickness of the lines of the circle.
Metaphysically speaking each play man corresponds to a human person whose origin is found
in light, c, for in the beginning God said: “Let there be Light”..(FIAT LUX, Gen 1.3).
In the next formula: ln1000 x (E7 c¯¹) = 230.4178817**, we see that with the natural
logarithm of 1000, ( 1 day = 1000 years) multiplied by E7= 10 million times the inversion= ¯¹ of light
(c = 299,792.5 km/sec) gives the radius of 230 field units.

≈
1447.784443 : 2 π = 230.4220506 field units.
We see that the velocity of natural light can mirror mathematics and that pure human thought
freed from corruption and aggression is capable to mirror both in the game of the circle dance,
and the game of life, the home-coming of the play man to π, and the soul of man to God..

√√√528 x (t : c) x : 2 π = 1448.079188** (8xy√528 x (t : c) x : 2 π

= 1448)

The number 528 represents the distance of 2 x 3 laureates, (promoted pioneers or pawns)
whose power is equal to the magister or queen. They make it possible to redeem all
remaining pioneers in Metapontum with one move. This formula shows the
interconnectedness of time, t, and light, c, and π in the ideal metaphysical circle.
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THE METAPHYSICAL-FIELD-NUMBER GENERATED BY LIGHT AND THE PERFECT RADIUS

230.4220506)¯¹ = 1447.622081** ; ln230.4220506 = 5.43991263 = 2x 2.719956315
ln1000 x (E7 c¯¹) = 230.4178817; c represents the speed of light.
√230.4220506 = 15.1796591; ln 15.1796591 = 2.719956315 = e co-variant
E 11(c x

Summary supporting formulas:
ln π x 2π x 32 x 2π
=1446.1477983
2π e(2(√ ( lnln π))¯¹
= 1447.784443**
2 π (log 1448.092502 :10 ) x 36
= 1447.784443**
E5(4(π2 + (e1)2) ) ¯¹
= 1448.548107**
√√√528 x (t : c) x : 2 π
= 1448.079188**
ee((ln(1447.78443 : 2π) : 2) 2)¯¹
= 3.141592654** = π exact
6
2
ee(ln(log 1448.092502 x 3 : 10) : 2) ¯¹
= 3.141592654** = π exact
ee((ln(10c : (32 ln π x 2π x 9) : 2π):2)2¯¹
= 3.1415657894** = π – (1: 1242)
2
ee((ln(c : (32 ln π x 2π x (9 : 10)) : 2π):2) ¯ ¹ = 3.1415657894** = π – (1: 1242)
(0.3 log 1448.092502 x 35 )
= 230.4220506**
2πe (2(√ (lnln π))¯¹) : 2π
= 230.42205062**
lnπ x 2π x 32
= 230.1616
2πe (2(√(lnln π))¯¹) : 2π : 32
= 7.200689**
2πe (2(√(lnln π))¯¹) : 2π : 32 : 2π
= 1.14602561** ≈ ln π
32
(1447.165241 : E3) x 230.4220506
= 31557600 = t = 1yr/sec.
This formula shows that with c, light π can be computed
√(lnln π)¯¹
= 2.719956315
(covariant e yielding π)
2√(lnln π))¯¹
= 5.43991263
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NASA SPECIFIES:
THE UNIVERSE IS

13.73

BILLION YEARS OLD

BUT….
THE OFFICIAL ROMAN BOOK WITH THE CHRONOLOGY OF
MARTYRS STATES: CHRIST´S BIRTH TOOK PLACE IN THE
YEAR 5199 SINCE ADAM WAS FORMED AND THE CREATION OF
THE WORLD! (see Creation pages 45-46-47)
CAN BOTH STATEMENTS BE TRUE?
CAN THE DISCREPANCY BE SOLVED?
YES, BECAUSE THE NEW METHOD OF TRANSCENDENTAL
MATHEMATICS CALLED “THEOMATHESIS” CAN HELP TO BRIDGE
THESE
DISCREPANCIES BY
EXPERSSING THE AGE OF THE
UNIVERSE IN THE NUMER π AND THE METAFYSICAL-FIELDNUMBER 1448.

3xy√((2 x 3.14 x ln10 x E6)4 : 3.14 x 3 : 4) x 3.1407225 x 2= 1.373E10**
↕
2π
Creation formulae

10(10π
10 (10

π

↕

↕

π

2π

: 10²) : (1.373 E10 + 30,603,970) = 5199
: 10²) : (ln( t : E7 c¯¹) x E9 = 5199.2** = 0 yrs. A.D.

(10² x (lnln π )¯¹: ( t : c ))² x ( t : c ) = 5199.535** = 0 yrs. A.D.
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THEOMATHESIS: DIVINE MEASURE
THE AGE OF THE UNIVERSE, ITS VOLUME AND NUMBER OF STARS
CAN BE EXPRESSED BY THE TRANSCENDENTAL NUMBERS π =
3.14, e = 2.718, Ф = 1.618 & THE *METAPHYSICAL FIELD-NUMBER
1448. THEOMATHESIS CAN HELP NARROW THE RIFT BETWEEN
THEOLOGY & (ASTRO) PHYSICS.
* mn Metapontum

statistics of the metaphysical field-numbers [mn] 1448 page 49-50).

BRIEF EXPLANATION OF THEOMATHESIS’ WORKMETHOD

Each of the following formulas combines alternately, according to a special procedure, the
transcendental constants e, π, Ф from higher mathematics with the metaphysical-fieldnumber 1448 ±4, with NASA’S data, with the natural constants, with data from the mystical
theology and with quantifiable data from the Bible and brings these in relation with each other
in order to form an all-inclusive, cosmological concept-model of the universe. Each formula
therefore provides a specific account of the universe, a unique mathematical aspect and
picture.
This analytic way of thinking offers a comprehensive and panoramic perspective of a
theoretical image of the universe in which all true disciplines, fields of knowledge can and
should participate. Each formula is thereafter decoded and interpreted. With this special
approach of combining data from diverse scientific domains, extraordinary fragments of
information have come to light of an all embracing cosmic puzzle in which the major sciences
are present and in agreement.
The writer works in a heuristic manner, much like a researcher in a new field of knowledge,
analogous to the alchemists in earlier ages.
PHILOSOPHY, THEOLOGY, METAPHYSICSS, PHYSICS & MATHEMATICS
JOIN
IN A THEORY OF A COMPREHENSIVE UNIFIED FIELD-SCIENCEEQUATION OF THE IDEAL UNIVERSE”
Sources from philosophy, mystical theology, metaphysics, the exact and the natural sciences
inspire and inform the writer to interpret these formulas epistemologically, that is to say, the
observed data-knowledge from nature and other sciences is considered to be identical with the
number-data of the observed object and this again stands in direct relation to a cognizable
transcendent domain of the cosmos or heaven. Hence there are 3 inseparable domains of
knowledge answerable to a wholeness-equation-theory of the ideal cosmos, heaven, to know:
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Three-in-one domains:
1. The observed; the universe or cosmos;
2. The numbers or number data; the age of the universe, the number of stars, etc.;
3. The ideal, the heavens, such as we find in the Bible and Apocalypse.

Superior interpretations and formulas are undoubtedly possible,
even highly probable and will in time be discovered by other researchers.
This approach is only a first step in the direction of a comprehensive
universal science called theomathesis, with a recapitulatory unified field-theory
that reaches unto the ideal.
This is an ongoing research project and the following formulas are its first
fruits.
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NASA SPECIFIES ON MARCH 9th 2008:
THE UNIVERSE IS 13.73 BILLION YEARS OLD (1.373E10)
± 120 MILLION YEARS. (1,373,000,000 years)
HOWEVER…………..

TH

THE 17
CENTURY DOCTRINE OF CREATION TEACHES: THE CREATION OF THE
WORLD TOOK PLACE 5199 YEARS BEFORE THE BIRTH OF CHRIST. THIS DATE WAS
REVEALED TO THE ABBES MARIA AGREDA (1617-1665) IN THE "MYSTICAL CITY OF
GOD". THE OFFICIAL ROMAN BOOK WITH THE CHRONOLOGY OF THE MARTYRS ALSO
STATES: CHRIST’S BIRTH TOOK PLACE IN THE YEAR 5199 AFTER ADAM WAS FORMED
AND THE CREATION OF THE WORLD! (see pages 45-46-47)

THEOMATHESIS
COMBINES,
RECONCILES
AND
HARMONIZES
THE
INFORMATION OF BOTH SOURCES, OF NASA AND MYSTICAL THEOLOGY
How have the formulas come to be.
The writer will try to decode and explain these formulas step by step. Please continue to read.
Let the reader not be discouraged by the complex appearing formulas. Let him rather take a
scientific calculator like a Casio fx/82MS and see for himself.
Note: formulas with**= verified with a Casio fx -82-MS scientific calculator.
3xy√n= 3e power root of n…; 10 n = 10 to the power n ; 102 = 100;
NASA: THE UNIVERSE IS 13.73 BILLION YAERS OLD (1.373E10) ± 120 MILLION YEARS.
THEOMATHESIS MIRRORS THE AGE OF THE UNIVERSE IN FORMULA 1
EXPRESSED IN

π

= 3.14 & e = 2.71., THE NATURAL LOGARITHM (ln).
(see Ф, phi & e page 52).

f1:3xy√((2 x 3.14 x ln10 x E6)4 : 3.14 x 3 : 4) x 3.1407225 x 2 = 1.373E10**
The age of the universe (au = age of universe) in f1 is expressed in π = 3.14 and the natural
logarithm ln 10, etc., etc. Transcendental mathematics with π and e (ln = log natural) reflects
and confirms NASA’S data. This points to an essential underlying mathematical character in
the universe. Is this pure coincidence? Does it not indicate the presence of an underlying
metaphysical measuring-law in the universe; is this pure chance?
Question: How can from an ad random event or explosion (Big Bang) emerge a higher
mathematics such as it is reflected here? Is this formula possibly derived from an analogous
‘creative thinking impulse called by another name?’ With the simple number π = 3.14 (which
everyone knows), this formula is exact and consistent with Nasa’s number data!
Interpretation of this formula:
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3xy√: the cube root indicates a threefold nature as the foundation in the universe;
2 x 3.14: this is 2 times π, a union of two identical transcendental natures;
ln10: the turning or converting of the transcendental and metaphysical into the natural
observable by means of the law of ten;
E6 : the six time periods needed as the basic structure of the universe;
)4 : the fourth power is the completing of the initial coming into being (creative) phase;
: 3.14; divided by π multiplied by 3 : 4 to let it expand and grow to size;
3.1407225 x 2 = confirmed and made full by 2 π to yield the basic universal time 1.373E10**
1e variation au 1 (au = age of universe)

4

0.1√(10(lnln((2 π x ln10 x E6 ) : π x 3 : 4 ) x 2 π = 1.61807328 ≈ Ф**
This 1st variation shows the number 1.61807. This resembles the number Ф (phi) very
closely; it is one of the 3 transcendental constant numbers. This number is inherent in the
formula and points to the presence of the principle of the golden mean, sometimes called
divine proportion of order, harmony and law in the universe. (see Ф, phi & e page 52).
2nd variation au 2

4

√(10(ln log(( 2π x ln10 x E6 ) :

π x 3 : 4 ) x 2 π = 14.471**

This 2nd variation shows the metaphysical-field-number 1448 ±4 (14.47) (See Metapontum
statistics page xx31-32) This field-number points to a dynamic synchronization and precise
balanced action to bring order and structure in the universe that has yielded intelligent
(human) life. This variation on NASA’S data reflects an inherent metaphysical contents
because this *mn expresses logical decision, conformity to the law of reciprocity and
metaphysical purpose. Here too an ad random event (Big Bang) is not rational nor even
evident, unless this so-called ad random event is reversed from within.
Hence one can speak no longer of a Big Bang event without a prime cause, but rather of a
Flash-creation with cause and purpose, changing the status of a universe with ‘god is
nowhere’ (to be found) into a universe with GOD IS NOW HERE!’ (invisible but
recognizably omnipresent).
3rd variation au 1

4

3xy√(( 2π x ln10 x E6) : π x 3 : 4) x 2 π = 1.373E10 + 10,770,140.2 years**
A much simpler formula with the *mn 1448 ± 4 mirrors the more complex formula above.
(ln 1448 : E11) -1= 1.3740 E10; 1.3740 E10 - 1.373 E10**
= 10,154.440.4 yrs;
(ln 1447.527867 : E11) -1= 1.374077014 E10**; n - 1.373 E10 = 10,770,140.2 yrs;
When the preceding formulas are summarized they show an image of a universe with a
specific fitting contents. It combines a purely mathematical and natural structure with a
definite metaphysical ideal (the number 1448). This indicates a universe whose origin lies in
law and order, analogous to something (the cosmos) that is created and directed by an ideal,
enlightened (omniscient) supra-human thinking mechanism (an architectural mind-brain)
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guided by purposeful spiritual (metaphysical) thinking-action to establish harmony and
coherence between the prime idea (the ideal philosophy of) the good, the true, the beautiful
within the principle of eternal Being by making this the fundament of the universe.
Next this method of combining is continued with the date of 5199 from the mystical theology
and brought in relation to the constant of light, time and the idea of creation.
NASA’S 1.373E10 + 10.7 million years, expressed in π and e (the natural logarithm of 10),
E
exact, show a realistic age of the universe (au) for NASA speaks of (1.373 10) ±120
mil/yrs.
THE OFFICIAL ROMAN BOOK OF THE CHRONOLOGY OF MARTYRS AND
AGREDA’S MYSTICAL CITY OF GOD’ STATE: “CHRIST’S DATE OF BIRTH TOOK
PLACE 5199 YEARS AFTER THE CREATIONOF THE WORLD”. (see pages 39-40)
Creation formula see also page 9 (cf1):

(10² x (lnln π )¯¹: ( t : c ))² x ( t : c ) = 5199.535**
Cf 1 shows Christ’s birth-date 5199 yrs. post the creation of the world and the forming of

Adam. This is expressed in the context of the transcendental numbers π & e (e = the natural
logarithm), time, t, 31,557,600 sec/yr. in secs/yr., and light, c, 299792,5 kl/sec. This points to
concord and balance between the mathematical order and the constant of (lnln π)¯¹, the natural
laws, the constants of time and light (t:c))² x (t:c) with the not yet recognized data from the
mystical theology, namely the number 5199. These information-bits prove no hindrance in
combination with the NASA’S data; on the contrary, they rather confirm the mystical
theology and this fact will be shown in the following bridge formula:
Bridge formula 1 (bf1) unites NASA + 35,000,000 yrs., tuned to π

& 5199 year.

(1.373E10+ 34,752,140) x 5199 : ((3xy√((E7c-1: ln10 x E6)4 : 4 x 3 : π) x 2π = 5199.0**
A UNIVERSE WITH A DOUBLE NATURE, METAPHYSICAL AND NATURAL
Bf 1 formula shows harmony between NASA’S 1.373E10±120 mil/yrs., mathematics, physics
and the mysterious character of the universe in 7 facets: 1. light, 2. beauty, 3. measure, 4.
time. 5. order 6. higher mathematics 7. purpose in its metaphysical constitution in
combination with the transcendental numbers π & e, (the natural logarithm). These data from
NASA and the mystical theology seem to form a comprehensive perspective with an image of
a universe that has a dual nature, that is to say, a cosmos that is real and natural, and
metaphysical simultaneously. With this formula at least, the discrepancies (seem) to be
solved by theomathesis´ analytical method. These formulas expressed in the transcendental
constant numbers π & e, depict harmony between modern science, astrophysics, Biblical
creation and mystical theology.
FORMULAE OF UNIVERSAL TIME WITH π, LIGHT& CHRIST’S BIRTH DATE
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A simple formula

√

(8 π x E6 c ) = 1.376100782 E10** - 1.373E10 = 31,007817.5 yrs. (Nasa 1.373E10± 120mil.yrs.)
8 times π times 1,000,000 times the root of light yields the universal time (ut).
When 8 times π times 1,000,000 the root of light is divided into the head formula
10(10π : 10²) that is gauged to π, the year of Christ’s birth is revealed.
10(10

π : 10²): (8π x E6√c) = 5198.85 **

[5199 is Christ’s reported birth date].

The speed of light with a difference of 22km is obtained with the formula below. We also
know that the inverse of the speed of light times E7 yields the age of Christ 33 years.

(E7( ln(10(√(16xy√ (8 π x √t )x E2)))) -1 = 299814.9; n -c = 22.5km/sec. **
Writing the formula above differently for light we get:

((E-7(√(16 xy√ (8 π x √t ) x E2)) x ln 10)) -1 = 299814.9; n -c = 22.5km/sec. **
UNIVERSE CONFORM
PHILOSPHERS

VISION

OF

BIBLE,

ANCIENT

&

MODERN

In addition these formulae point also to Leibniz´ : “pre-established harmony theory of the
Monads” as well as those theories of the ancient philosophers Pythagoras and Plato who
emphasized the presence of harmony in the spheres or heavens containing a metaphysical
nature, a spiritual of soul-character of a living universe from which all human life has (come)
evolved. All these bits of information confirm each other in this more profound panoramic
perspective, rather than that they should exclude, negate or repel each other.
The au formula written in brief with the metaphysical-field-number 1448 ± 4.

3xy√ ((14.4627296 x E6 )4 : 3.14

x 3 : 4 ) x 3.14 x 2

= 1.373E10** = au,

3xy√ ((14.4592764 x E6 )4 : 3.1415 x 3 : 4 ) x 3.1415 x 2

= 1.373E10** = au,
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CO-VARIANCE OF TRANSCENDENTAL & METAPHYSICAL-FIELD-NUMERS
NASA’S age of the universe formula (au 1) 13.73 billion yrs.(1.373E10) without±120
mil/yrs., is expressed in a simplified manner by means of the metaphysical-field number
14.47. Even though π is a transcendental constant, a limitless, unbounded ratio number, it can
nevertheless be reduced to 3 digits: π = 3.14. This simplification of transcendental numbers
(e, π, Ф) and the Metapontum’s metaphysical-field-number 1448 ± 4 is called co-variation.
DEFINITION OF CO-VARIATION
Co-variation: varying with something else so as to preserve certain mathematical
interrelations. The co-variation of these special numbers does not change their
mathematical integrity, wholeness or identity in these formula. Nothing in fact is lost in
essence. In order to overcome the cumbersome quantum of sheer endless digits, they are covaried, to show a hidden aspect of an inherent dimension which becomes apparent. The
universe can be considered from an electronic-digital point of view as in this formula, but in
addition, one can look at it from an analogous point of view, like a mechanical watch that
shows a circular face with moving hands and numbers. Both are aspects of one and the same
reality and these reflect each other exactly.
The quantity of decimals in π today exceed 50 billion; this need not frighten the practitioner
of theomathesis. On the contrary, e, π , Ф can be co-varied and this is done often because of
practical reasons. It enhances the comprehensibility in the complexity of the subject.
Theoretically there are infinite co-variants and field-numbers of e, π, Ф. This tractate limits
itself however to a small number co-variants, but focuses especially on the metaphysical fieldnumber 1448 and 528 because these can be easily converted to the three e, π, Ф
transcendental numbers. This makes other analogies possible and for everybody accessible,
visible and understandable. The e, π, Ф transcendental constants are dynamic magnitudes;
they are not static as is often argued or suggested. They can vary or shift slightly analogous to
the red-shift. Therefore one can speak of a π-shift or e, π , Ф-shift depending on the formula,
when the value of π becomes higher, the corresponding e becomes lover and vice versa.
TRANSCENDENTAL NUMBERS ARE RATIO NUMBERS
Ratio numbers relate to two or more significant elements in an equation. π is the ratio or the
constant relationship of any diameter of any corresponding size circle, called πeriphery,
hence the letter π. This relationship is eternal regardless of the size of the circle. Ф expresses
is the ratio of the sides of any size triangle with one 90º angle and the corresponding angles,
and so on. Any in this context means from a size as large as infinity (like the universe) to
infinitely small (like atomic/subatomic particles). The e, π, Ф constants contain still unknown
mysteries that connect with holy geometry and holy mathematics now called theomathesis.
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105 NATURAL ELEMENTS CREATED BY DIVIDING TIME AND LIGHT
The transcendental triad, the e, π, Ф constants, are indispensible agents in the creation of the
universe. They are energy regulators and distributors. We have already seen their presence in
the formulas expounding the age of the universe. They, e, π, Ф, have to do especially with
light, time, volume of the universe. They facilitate harmony, the proper order and sequence
of the cosmic elements for the ultimate formation of coherent human intelligence capable of
self comprehension including the principle of life itself. Their influence can best be seen
clearly already in minerals, crystals, snowflakes and the flora. Man is 90% water, H2O
(hydrogen= light/fire & oxygen = air/breath), water with dissolved cosmic elements.
To name one such mysterious ratio: time in sec/year, t, divided by light, c, km/sec. t : c =
105; 105 is the number of stable elements in the periodic system; and the number of skeletal
bones in a human body is 2 x 105 = 210, depending how physiologists count.
(t = 31557600 sec/yr : c = 299782.5 km/sec =105.2) This ratio was/is unknown and came to
light through theomathesis. The number 105.2 is also a metaphysical field number and when
it appears in a computation immediately one knows the presence of time and light.

THE NATURE OF THE COSMOS AND THUS MATTER ARE ACTULAIZED
MATHEMATICS THAT ULTIMATELY PRODUCE LIFE
This work is not complete, but it is a first step in a new domain of mathematical analysis that
provides expanded, extended insight. The reflection of mathematics in NASAS data of the
cosmos shows more than the lenses in the Hubble telescope. Theomathesis reveals its missing
metaphysical and mathematical character. Mathematics in general and theomathesis in
particular (when fully developed and comprehended) are capable to reveal the fundamental
metaphysical character of the universe as a flourishing organism bearing abundant life on
many levels from simple organic up to and including metaphysical life! Metaphorically
speaking, these formulas resemble fruit bearing trees in a cosmic garden in space, studded
with tars. The universe is fundamentally a mathematical; put differently: matter is actualized
transcendental mathematics congealed to physical phenomena, organized space delineated by
light. It is a grand metaphysical edifice whose superstructure is based on the laws of
harmony, beauty, light and unity, such as the name universe etymologically indicates: turning
to one or oneness, despite its size, grandeur and complexity. It is build on the axis of the
laws (mathesis) of goodness, beauty, truth, eternity and holiness. The universe is more than a
frigid time-light-space-continuum with a background radiation of 3 degrees (π degree
background radiation); it is a vital organism containing a transcendent heaven with abundant
supra-natural life out of which our temporary human life endowed with a spiritual dimension,
a moral cognizant life, has come forth.
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‘PLAYING’ WITH MATHEMATICS BEARS ABUNDANT FRUIT
After 31 years + of research and study, these formulae gradually have come to be. It is evident
to the writer that these formulae did not come from his own mathematical insight, on the
contrary, they were only discovered after a unexpected metaphysical mathematical inspiration
in 1977. Thereafter began the constant ‘playing with’ e, π, Ф in relation to the metaphysicalfield-number 1448 (see Metapontum statistics of the metaphysical field-numbers [mn] 1448
page 43-44).In this way, gradually, repeating patterns revealed themselves that he recognized,
interpreted and recorded in simple formulas that grew out to complex formulae, then they
were combined. Next they were applied to physics and later to metaphysics, all according to
this progressive mathematical insight was revealed to him. Playing with e, π, Ф yielded great
surprises of which he did not dream making it clear that his ´hand´ was guided
metaphysically. The writer considers himself much like a child playing in a cosmic park of
science and metaphysics. This is not strange. Sir Isaac Newton too, considered himself as a
child playing on a scientific beach, picking up now and then a smoother pebble or a prettier
shell, while the whole ocean of truth lay undiscovered before him; but one day, he said, I,
Newton, will fall on my knees and pray!
Here too, to use an analogy, this writer sees himself enter a treasure house with heavenly
scientific jewels in chambers with doors and corridors hiding more mysteries yet. Often he is
overpowered, awed, and has hardly time to register the things he sees in the e, π, Ф
mathematics, feeling incapable to give the correct interpretation or to oversee its
ramifications.
ALL TRUE KNOWLEGE IS HEURISTIC, ITS IS HIDDEN, WAITING TO BE
DISCOVERED; IN REALITY IT IS GIVEN, IT IS REVEALED FOR THE WELFARE
OF MANKIND
He experiences often, by day and night, correcting and supplemental thought-impulses in
"playing" with the e, π, Ф inspirations. These come to him in the form of questions that
spontaneously arise in his mind. All these are heuristic discoveries. After all, true science is a
heuristic collection or better a recollection of the laws of which the universe abounds and is
inexhaustible. Much work has been done in the small hours of the night; the following
morning these little streams are worked out again. Often the writer thinks he has completed
all, only to receive a new wave of questions and inspirations.
The writer will gradually enlighten the reader about these aspects all according to the degree
of his scanty abilities and understanding. The subject matter is rare and requires a certain
measure of mathematical knowledge, intuition, patience and a research minded attitude
imbued with faith. One could say that π is the scientific instrumentation of the Omnipotent,
Omniscient creative Absolute; it is the arch matrix of the cosmos, also indicated by the
Platonic theory of ideas, cosmological thinking in prime ideas. In this ocean of ideas is
reflected the Sun, the Christian Logos, the WORD (logoi spermatica) that contains all
knowledge, in which this seed-idea is eternally present. Out of the Logos’ Fiat Lux all things
have emerged.
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The Creation in a flash (new name for Big Bang) through, with and in, the e-π-Ф-threefold is
the modality and instrumentality from which this universe has arisen. Light, c, is ultimately
the essence of Being. From this light man is formed into a congealed substance (light-matter).
Knowing this does not diminish the mystery of the universe, but rather it stimulates
permanent scientific research in all fields of true knowledge so this may lead to a progressive
development of the understanding of the transcendental truth with this one specific aim:
THE GREATER HONOUR AND GLORY OF THE THREE IN ONE GOD, FATHER,
SON (REDEMPTOR-BEATIFYER) AND HOLY GHOST!
Creation formula revisited from page 9:
CHRIST’S TRADITONAL BIRTHDAY OF 0 (ZERO) YEAR IS IDENTICAL WITH 5199
SINCE THE CREATION OF THE WORLD AND THE FORMING OF ADAM

(10² x ( ln ln π )¯¹ : ( t : c ))² x ( t : c )= 5199.535**
With this formula is expressed in: e (2.718), π (3.14), time, t, = 602x 24 x 365.25 = 31,557,600
sec/yr. & light–c- = 299,792.5 km/sec., the number 5199 which assumes transcendental
significance; it stands thenceforth as an independent unit of harmony within the cosmic
measure, with time, light and space. (see Genesis 1). The nature of light and time again are
functions of e, π Ф

log (E1(lnln 3.141479915) ¯¹²))² = 31557600** = 1 yr/sec
10( log (E1(lnln3.1415016)¯¹²)²
= 299,792.5** km/sec = light, c.

A. 10(
B.

In these two formulae we see the near identity and close relationship between time in f A and
light in f B, both have π co-varied slightly. Note: In f B of light the second bracket is removed
to yield the speed of light. So we see their common origin in π and e.
The date 5199, originating in the Mystical City of God, confirms NASA´S findings in the
previous formula.
Note: 10 n = 10 to the power n; 10 2 = 100;** = formula verifiable with Casio fx-82 MS

AGE FORMULA WITH VERIFICATION OF DATA FROM NASA;
10(10π : 10²): (10² x ((lnlnπ)¯¹: (t:c))² x (t:c) x E10) x E8 - 29,187,888.5 =
1.373E10**
The formula above resembles the previous one from page 8:
[3xy√ ((2 x 3.14 x ln10 x E6)4 : 3.14 x 3 : 4) x 3.1407225 x 2 = 1.373E10 **] but with an adaptation of
time in relation to the prime formula ( ( π : 10²) so the age of the universe is related to Christ’s
birth with a time adjustment of 29 mil.yrs.
10 10
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Creation formula from page 9

( π : 10²) : (1.373 E10 +30,603,970) = 5199** = 0 yrs. A.D.

10 10

Verification: ( π : 10²): 5199 - 30,603,970 yr. = NASA’S 13.73 billion year ± 120 million years**
10 10

Christ’s traditional birth date of 0 year is calculated with the transcendental constant π, time
= 602x24x365.25 = 31,557,600 sec/yr and light = c= 299,792.5 km/sec., minus 30,603,970 yrs.
instead of NASA’S ± 120 million years**
The cf is harmonized with the prime formula ( ( π : 10²)) gauged to π by adding 30,603,970 yrs.
10 10

Note: formulas with**= verified with a Casio fx -82-MS scientific calculator.
3xy√n= 3e power root of n…; 10 n = 10 to the power n ; 102 = 100;

The
10( 10

π : 10²) : (8 x E7π

π

formula:

x (ln ln π)¯¹² = 5200.8**

Co-variance:
10( 10

3.1415882 : 10²) : (8 x E7x 3.1415882 x (ln ln3.1415882 )¯¹² = 5199.00**
Compare this with:

( π : 10²) : (1.373 E10 + 30,603,970) = 5199** = 0 yrs. A.D.

10 10

The au gauged on π is: 1.373E10+30,603,970 = 1.37606397E10;
(Nasa 1.373E10±120mil.yrs)

gauging is done with of the head formula 10(10 π : 10²)
We may consider that 1.37606397 E10 years is the closest estimate of the au, the age of the
universe, which is related precisely to the year 5199. This is confirmed by the independent π
formula above: 10( 10 π : 10²) : (8 x E7π x (ln ln π )¯¹² = 5200.8
Explanation:
E7π=10,000,000 π = 31,415,926.54 years. This is close to 30,603,970 years plus the 1.373E10
of Nasa, of the exact formula corresponding with 5199 = 0 yrs. A.D.
31,415,926.54 - 30,603,970 years = ≈ 800,000 years (811,956.53 yrs.)
Calculation:
1.37606397 E10 : E7π = 438; 438 : 8 = 54.75 = 7.3994²;7.3994¯¹ = 0.135145 ;
ee0.135145
= 3.141508 = π
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Conversely:

8x (lnln 3.141508..)¯¹² = 438; 8x (lnln π)¯¹² = 437.86 ≈ 438
438 x E7π = 1.37606397 E10; Since (4ln E7π) ¯¹ = 0.014481986
Therefore:

√√e0.014481986¯¹ : E7 = π = 3.141592653
The formula for the au can also be written as 1.373 E10 with the mn 1448 as follows when we
co vary the mn to 0.014483564

8e(0.014483564¯¹ : 4 ) x (ln ln π )¯¹² = 1.373E10**
By co-varying the mn slightly up or down, the desired values can be obtained well within the
given range of Nasa. Here we see the mn gauged to π in the following formula:
8e(0.014481986¯¹ : 4 ) x (ln ln π )¯¹² = 1.37558567 E10; n - 1.373E10 = 25,856,703 years
instead of 30.6 million years.
10

( 10 π : 10²) : (8e( 0.014481697¯¹ : 4) x (ln ln π )¯¹² = 5199**

(Creation formula see also page 9)
The π formula above substantiates the creation formula without reference to any other data
than π alone. The universe, we may hypothesize, is a manifestation of the power of π
without which nothing measurable can be observed, indeed the measurer (writer) himself
owes his very existence to π. And π is intimately and indissolubly connected with the
formula that yields 5199 and therefore with Christ´s birth who is the Son of God:

”I AM WHO I AM”
Here too the circle is round!
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( Exodus 3,14-15,

YHWH).

LIGHT, c, IN MILES PER SECOND CONVERED To π
Light can expressed in miles per second = 299762.5km/sec x 0.62414 = 186,291
km/sec. The log of c in ml/sec shows the metaphysical field-number mn 528 ±4.
Log 186,291 = 5.270192013; 5.27 : 2 = 2.635; √2.635= 1.62397; n x E3 = 1623.29
Ln 1623.29 = 7.39221¯¹

= 0.135277; ee 0.135277 = 3.14198 - π = f 1:2557
10(2((e(lnln 3.141983785) ¯¹): E3)² = 186,291** miles/second
A second formula with a slightly different π is:
2e(10( ln 3.1399027) = 186,291** miles/second

This should satisfy the critics who say that it is coincidence that π calculated in km/secs works
out to 3.1415016. Here theomathesis shows that c in mls/sec also works out to a co variant π ,
confirming at the same time the theory of the π co-variance.

π formula.

End of

Combination formula = cf.: (see also Creation formula1page 9)

(10(10π : 10²) : (10² x ((lnlnπ) ¯¹ : (t:c))² x E10) x E7 - 30,603,970 ) : E8 = 1448
(1448.0522)**

The comb-f. differs from the formula 10(10π : 10²): (10² x ((lnlnπ)¯¹: (t:c))² x (t:c) x E10) x E8 29,187,888.5 = 1.373E10** by eliminating time dividend by light (t:c) and by multiplying with
E7= 10 million. This yields Metapontum’s metaphysical-field-number 1448. It shows the
relationship of 1448 with the year 5199 because the time difference of 30,603,970 yrs. is the
same in both formulae. (see Metapontum statistics page xx).

On π, t = time, c = light & mn 1448
A: 10( log (E1 ( lnln π)¯¹ ²))²

= 31,477523.19**;

B: 10( log (E1 ( lnln 3.1415) ¯¹ ²))²

= 31,543,317.23**;

C: 10( log (E1 ( lnln 3.141479915) ¯¹ ²))² = 31,557,600.5**;
↑↑

D:

10(

log (E1 ( lnln 3.1415016) ¯¹²)²

= 299,792.57** = c

↑
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(4 ln n) ¯¹ =
0.014480343
(4 ln n) ¯¹ =
0.014478592
(4 ln n) ¯¹ =
0.014478212

[Data : π = 3.141592654, t = time = 602x 24 x 365.25 = 31,557,600 sec/yr.
c = velocity of light = 299,792.5 km/sec. & mn 1448]
These four formulae A,B,C,D show a close relationship with each other; while the heart of
each formula is π, or π co-variant, either expressed with the electronic symbol or in covariant numbers.
It is remarkable that with the elimination of one bracket ) in formula D (see single arrow
underneath the formula) between two squares, time is changed into light!
This shows the close mathematical relationship between t and c as primary creation elements,
with the simpler formula D for light ,c, being prior to formulae A, B or C, because simplicity
is always preferable over complexity, and in this case π is reminiscent of Exodus 3.14-15 of
Jahweh or: “I AM WHO I AM” (Exodus 3,14-15) says YHWH.
Formula A. with the electronic π time is expressed in seconds

31,477523.19 : (365.25x24x60) = 59.8477 sec.; 60 - 59.8477 = 0.1522 sec off the
standard second; whereas when π is co-varied to 3.1414799 with a deviation of 1: 8870 from
π, time standard 31,557,600 sec/yr. is obtained. Why is there a slight variation?
Formulae A,B,C can be converted to the mn 1448 by means of the (4x ln t) ¯¹

A Creation formula and the metaphysical-field-number 528 ± 0.2
(see Metapontum statistics of the metaphysical field-numbers 1448-528 pages 49-50).
The natural logarithm of time, divided by the age of Christ is the seed-time of the universe (1
billionth of the age of the universe).
ln (time : age of Christ ) = 1.37600752 = age of universe divided by E9
But the age of the universe gauged to π is also 1.376060397 E10

1.376060397 E10 : E10 = 1.376060397
1.376060397 2 = 1.893542217 ; n ¯¹ = 0.5281107 x 1000 = 528.1107**
This is an independent verification of the above.
1.(ln(t : E7c¯¹) = 13.7600752** :
2,E9(ln(t: E7c¯¹) = 13.7600752 E10** - 1.373E10 = 30,075,202.1** mil/yrs;
2
3.E5(ln ( t : E7 c¯¹))¯¹ = 528.1513**;
2
E
4. E23(1.3760604 10¯¹ ) = 528.1107** adjusted to π;
5. √(528.1107¯¹ x E5) = 13.760604 = 1 billionth of the age of the universe;
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(10(10π : 10²) : (10² x ((lnlnπ) ¯¹ : (t:c))² x E10) x E7 - 30,075,202,1 ) : E8 = 1448.057521**
This formula is the same as the combination formula minus the time difference obtained
from:

¯¹) = 13.7600752 E10** - 1.373E10 = 30,075,202.1** mil/yrs;

E9(ln(t: E7c

Explanation:
The natural logarithm of time, t, (602x24x365.25 = 31,557,600 sec/yr) divided 10,000,000 = E7
x the inverse of the speed of light = E7 c¯¹= c = 299,792.5 km/sec.,= 33.356 = age of Christ;
Thus:
ln (time/secs/yr. : age of Christ = a C) = 13.76**; = 1 billionth of the time of the universe;
ln (31,557,600 : 33.3564)
= 13.7600
Because:
log (1.376..E10 : 13.76) = 9
109

ln (t : aC )

= 1.3760075E10 = au
Compare :

E9√

(528.1513¯¹ x E5) = 1.3760675E10 = au

The number 528 is also a metaphysical-field-number originating in
number 528 reflects 2 significant events:

Metapontum. The

1: the elevation of pawns (pioneers) to laureates endowed with queen’s power;
2: the distance laureates travel to redeem all the remaining pawns-pioneers.
This symbolic distance of 528 hides the root-age of the universe for:

9√(528.11¯¹ x E5) = 1.37606 E10**

E

and this carries the promise of elevation of some pioneers (the redeeming power of Christ) for
the purpose of bringing the remaining pioneer home (to the promised land). We, the people of
faith, are like these pawns and have a surpassing future in heaven.
E9√(528.1107¯¹

10(10 π
10(10

x E5) = 1.376062047E10 - NASA’S 1.373E10 = 30,0604,621**

: 10²) : ( ln( t : E7 c¯¹) x E9 = 5199.2** = 0 yrs. A.D.

π : 10²) : ( ln( t : aC )

x E9 = 5199.2** = 0 yrs. A.D.[aC= age Christ]
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Creation formula: Creation formula see also page 9

( π : 10²): (eπ-1 x E10) = 5203.758 - 5199 = 4.758 BC.**

10 10

This cf shows Christ’s historical year of birth of 4.758 year before the historical year 0. It is
calculated with the prime formula 10(10 π : 10²) and the transcendental magnitudes e & π
without NASA’S ± 120 mil.yrs. Nonetheless it confirms just about the previous date in the
mystical theology. This creates the impression that this date existed before creation and that it
could only be discovered by the writer afterwards with an scientific electronic calculator.
Creation formula: Creation formula see also page 9
10(10

π : 10²) : (700 0(e((E7(c - 82.6)-1 : ln10 = 5203.76 **B.C.

5203.76 – 5199 = 4.759 B.C.

Verification: 10(10 π : 10²) : 5203.758 – 18,022,100 = 1.37E10 = 13.73** bill/yrs. This formula
predates Christ’s historical year of birth by 4.76 years. It is determined with NASA’S data
and the prime formula 10(10 π : 10²) in combination with Genesis 1.3 “Let there be light”&
Genesis 2.2; And on the 7th day God finished his work”. There is an adjustment of 18mil/yrs.
See verification. It is unique that the cf with the divisor of (7000(e((E7(c–82.6)-1 yields an
identical answer. This cf is scriptural, the other form. is natural with c. light, and t, time in
combination with the transcendental magnitudes.
Creation formula: Creation formula see also page 9
10(10π : 10²) : 1.374,397,493,7 E10 = 5205.29**

- 5199 = 6.29 B.C.

This cf shows Christ’s date of birth 6.29 years earlier. Now it is gauged on NASA’S 13.73
billion yrs ± 120 million year and π while the time has been adjusted. It differs little from the
other formula because 5205.29- 5203.76 = 1.53 year.
Verification:1.374,397,493,7 x E7 x t : c : 10 : ln10 : 2 : E7
= 3.141592658** = π
1.374,397,493,7 10 – 1.373E10 = 13,774630 ≈ 14 mil/yrs. = 0.1% of NASA’S difference.
E

Creation formula:

A SIMPLE π FORMULA FOR THE AGE OF THE UNIVERSE AND THE
PROBABLE DATE OF CHRIST’S BIRTH 8 YEARS EARLIER :
(π:2)16 = 1.373782667 E10 - 1.373 E10 = 7,826,667.2 yrs.**
(10(10π : 10²) : E7(π:2)16 = 5207.62** – 5199 = 8.62yrs. earlier than 0 yrs.
E7

Creation formula: Creation formula see also page 9

(10(10π : 10²) : (E10(log (10(π - e1)- 1)) = 5209.3** - 5199 = 10.3 BC.
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This cf shows Christ’s birth date gauged on π & e. It agrees with NASA’S: au (1.373E10)
without the ±120 mil/yrs. This formula is transcendental and complements the previous
formulae that indicate that Christ’s birth lies between 5 and 10 years prior to the traditional 0
year.

IS π THE BRIDGE BETWEEN ASTROPHYSICS AND THEOLOGY?
According to earlier calculations the universe is between 10 and 15 billion years old. Christ’s
birth date took place 5199 years after Adam was formed and the creation of the world. This
information is true according to the Spanish Abbes Maria Agreda who reports this year in her
book “The mystical City of God” (see pages 39-40). The Bible however is for astrophysicists
no proof that: 1. God exists; 2. That God effectuated the Big Bang; 3. that Christ was born.
But does not the information from the mystical theology and astrophysics speak of the same
event considered from different perspectives; is it not possible that both can be true
simultaneously?
THEOMATHESIS WIIL SHOW WITH MATHEMATICAL FORMULAE THAT:
1. Christ´s birth is a natural, a metaphysical and mathematical fact compatible with NASA’S
data, the Bible, Agreda’s mystical writings in relation to Creation, and the Big Bang theory,
after conversion of these data to the transcendental constants e, π & Ф.
2. From e, π,Ф a harmonious, metaphysical universe is deducible from NASA’S data.
3. That a metaphysical measure exerts a harmonious influence on the objective real universe
so that the cosmos and nature manifest structural order with beauty conform the
transcendental constants e, π, Ф.
4. That a metaphysical universe is a priori the Flash-creation or the Big Bang.
5. That a metaphysical universe is primordial, co-existent and proportional with the natural
universe.
6. That the real universe evolves in eschatological manner conform metaphysical laws so as
to exhibit harmonic dimensions and this again conduces to christo-genesis* whose theory
will be substantiated in time *(theory of christo-genesis developed by Teilhard de Chardin
S.J.).
7. That Christ’ age of 33 years, death and resurrection can be demonstrated in the inverse of
the speed of light , c¯¹ x E7 and in other formulae.
8. That a constant relationship exists between:
a. Metapontum’s simulation peace model where voluntary, cooperative, unselfish,
harmonic thinking and action is quantified to the metaphysical-field-number 1448.
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b. that the metaphysical field number 1448 can express the harmonic structure of the
universe in the covariants of e, π & Ф, the transcendental constants.
c. that Christ’s promise of man’s quantum-evolution-leap into a metaphysical realm of
life in the Kingdom of God, is indissolubly linked to the principle of reciprocity,
whose laws are evident in nature, mathematics and logic. That these laws are equally
applicable and effective in spiritual, social and moral life, called the golden rule; but in
a negative sense, this law applies also to chaos-makers who risk mental devolution, a
quantum jump in reverse, into a state of metaphysical degradation to infra human
levels of mental chaos if this anarchy condition in not timely corrected.
This mathematical research project and subsequent tractate owes its existence to the metaphysical
field number 1448 in relation to the e, π, Ф (see justification of the comprehensive formulae

based on pages 49-50.

THEOMATHESIS DISCOVERS THAT: Creation-formula from page 9 clarified:

10(10

π : 10²) : (1.373 E10 +30,603,970) =

5199**

Explanation: The analysis of the relationship between the data from NASA’S 13.73 billion
±120 mil/yrs. and Christian mysticism, the creation of the world 5199 years prior to the birth
of Christ, shows a close connection between them and the transcendental constant π. This
relationship is anchored mathematically and is therefore eternal. But because π in the formula
of the age of the universe (au) deviates slightly from the standard π, and because NASA
anticipates a difference of ±120 mil/yrs., the au is gauged and harmonized with π by adding
only 0.22% = 30,603,970 yrs. so both data concord with π and the mystical aspect of the
universe, that is the cosmic animation with Christ’s presence. This formula shows a
metaphysical universe, because of Christ’s birth 5199 years after the creation of the world.
This formula, 10(10 π : 10²), is called the prime formula; it will be justified further on page 8xx
and 12xx. The discrepancies are solved, both data are true and form a whole.
Creation formula: Creation formula see also page 9

( π: 10²) : (eπ-1 x E10) = 5203.758** – 5199

10 10

= 4.76 B.C.

Christ’s historical date of birth is calculated solely with the transcendental constants π, e.
This cf shows with the prime formula 10(10 π : 10²) the metaphysical nature of the age of the
universe and the relationship between the creation of the world in which the historical birth
date is revealed of 4.8 years before the traditional date of 0 years. This difference is owed to
a faulty calculation in earlier times. Now, however, without any reference to the traditional
date of birth 5199 years post the creation of the world, the more natural and probable date of
Christ´s birth is shown. This date corresponds with recent independent historical research
models. (see note 2). Christ’s historical date of birth calculated with NASA’S data and the
Biblical data are also in concord with:
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Creation formula:
10(10

π : 10²) : (7000(e((E7(c - 82.6)-1 : ln10) = 5203.76** – 5199 = 4.759 B.C.

VERIFICATION :

( π : 10²) : 5203.758 – 18,022,100 = 1.37E10** = 13.73 billion years.

10 10

Gen. 1.3 “Let there be light& Gen. 2.2; On the 7th day God finished his work..” 2 Peter 3.8
”that with the Lord one day is as a 1000 years and a 1000 years as one day”.
When one day equals 1000 years and creation took 7 days it follows that 7 days become 7000
years and this requires further research. Both data confirm each other without reference to the
year 5199
This cf shows the au gauged on the constant of π in the ( π : 10²) prime formula divided by
the (¯¹) inverse of 7 x 1000 times E7the times the anti natural logarithmic power of the
transcendental number e, of the velocity of light, c, minus 82.6 km/sec which reveals Christ´s
natural birth date. The universe is light and this Light came into the world! The difference of
82.6 km/sec compensates for the NASA’S ±120 mil/yrs.
10 10

Verification of the prime formula
F3:

10(10

π : 10²) : 5199 = 13.7606 E10

F3a:

(10(10 3.141572260 : 10²) : 5199 = 13.74E10
F3b: (10(10 3.141562342 : 10² ) : 5199 = 13.73E10

= log 10.1386375* *
= log 10.137987**
= log 10.13767055**

Theomathesis shows that with π, the natural logarithm (ln), time -t- = 31,557,600 sec/yr. and
light -c- = 299,792.5 km/sec the traditional age of Christ can be reproduced.

Cf : (10²x(lnln π) ¯¹: (t:c))² x (t:c) = 5199.535** = Christ time
Creation formula see also page 9
This cf shows that with the inverse (¯¹) of 100 x the hyper logarithm <lnln> of π divided by
the number of seconds in one year –t- divided by the speed of light –c- squared and this
multiplied again by time divided by light (t:c) the human world is established on earth; it is
inhabited by rational thinking beings, formed 5199 years prior to Christ’s birth. These
formulae are quite complex, but, are chemical and other formulae in our scientific world any
the less complex? Is it therefore surprising that a transcendental Intelligence chooses for the
creation of the universe formulae that validate each other?
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Note 2. The creation formulae differ from the traditional birth date 0 or 5199 years.
How can that be?
WWW.Encyclopedia Catholic Netherland reports:
“Just as the birth-day so also is the year of Christ’s birth unknown. It is placed
between 4 and 8 year prior to the Christian era. One has come to this conclusion by placing
the terms of office of different Roman emperors recorded in the Gospels next to each other.
They concern Caesar August, Herod the Great the ruler of Judea and Quirinus, the ruler of
Syria. The year 0 should have been the actual birth date of Christ. This however is not the
case. The Roman abbot Dionysius Exiguus was asked by Pope John I to determine the birth
date of Jesus in 533, but he made a number of errors in his calculations. That is why the
Christian era is incorrect”. The difference of 4.76 years prior to our Christian era, revealed by
theomathesis, concords with the date the 29th of September 5 BC mentioned on another site.
Commentary:
All these new mathematical data corroborate without eroding the significance of the year 0 or
5199. This is favorable for NASA, the Christian Church, mystical theology and theomathesis.
More important however, is the mathematical evidence for Christ’s birth as a unique
phenomenon in the history of mankind, because it is written in the timeless language of the eπ-Ф-triad of universal constant numbers, of magnitudes that exist as transcendental measures
prior to the Big Bang, or Flash-creation. When, according to the recently discovered data in
(astro)physics, these insights are combined with the 18th century mathematical knowledge of
Euler and these newfound metaphysical magnitudes prove solid as they do, it becomes
evident that transcendental mathematics as an existential creative force was present in a
architectural ‘thinking Agent’. Something that does not exist cannot be shown to exist,
conversely, something that does exists cannot be denied existence because a denial erodes the
essence of things and makes science speculative or worthless. Is it coincidence that Christ was
born? Do not the formulae confirm each other rather than the reverse, and do these formulae
not serve as evidence of Christ’s birth as well as proof of his cosmic Person-identity? This
must be a design of a of a universal architect who purposely plans a cosmological creation.
Yet many scientists aver a universe without Architect! Is that possible?
Commentary:

7000e((C-1 x E7 ) : ln10) + 36,761,755.6 = 1.373E10**
The age of the universe in tune with π, time, t, light, c, and Genesis 2 Peter 3.8 ”..that with the
Lord one day is as a 1000 years and a 1000 years as one day”. When one day equals 1000
years and creation took 7 days it follows that 7 days become 7000 years and this requires
further exploration.

10 : 7000 =1,961,428.571**;
ln 1,961,428.571 = 14.4891863**
E

Analysis of NASA’S data: 1.373
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With the natural logarithm of NASA’S 1.373E10 yrs. divided by 7000, the metaphysical-fieldnumber 14.489 appears. From this, light can be reconstructed with the ln10.
Calculation:
-1
14.4891863 x ln 10 = 33.36257823; 33.36257823 = 0.029973702; E7 x n = 299,737.0266; n
- c = - 55.473378 km/sec**; [c = 29979.5km/sec].

7000e((c-1 x E7 ) : ln10) = 1.369323824 E10; 1.369323824E10 + 36,761,755.6 = 1.373E10**
It requires nearly 37 million years in order to harmonize this formula with NASA’S
(1.373E10) ±120 mil/yrs.

7000e((C-1 x E7 ) : ln10) + 36,761,755.6 = 1.373E10**
Light, -c- and ‘7 days’ form the essence of NASA’S au. But 7000 days are also:

7000(e(E7(c - 55.5)-1 : ln10) = 1.37300E10 is au**
And
7000(e(E7(c-1) : ln10) = 1.369323824E10*;[1.373E10 - 1.369323824E10** = - 36,761755.6 jr.;
±120 mil/yrs.).
The Bible is exact because the formula: 7000(e(E7(c - 55.5)-1 : ln10) = 1.37300E10 shows
NASA’S au without ±120 mil/yrs. Here we see no discrepancy between the two data.
-1
10(10 π : 10²) : (7000(e(E7(c ) : ln10) = 5224.577**This forma is not adjusted. But now a
new digital reality is revealed namely: log (5224.577 : 10) = 2.71805; this is the
transcendental number e!
-1

( π : 10²) : (7000(e(E7(c - 55.5) : ln10) = 5210.58 **

10 10

-1

( π : 10²) : (7000(e(E7(c – 82.6) : ln10) = 5203.759 **– 5199 = 4.759 year B.C..

10 10

This formula is in tune with c and au = 1.373E10 without NASA´S time adjustment.
-1
( π : 10²) : (7000(e(E7(c – 82.6) : ln10) = 5203.759 **– 5199 = 4.759 year BC.
This formula is adjusted to NASA’S time difference.
10 10

Depending on the velocity of light minus 55 or 82 km/sec., the year of Christ’s birth can be
determined. Verification with the law of π (10(10π : 10²) resulting in 4.8 years.
(27√xy((10(10 π : 10²) x7000) = 1.374,923,571E10**; n-1,373E10 = 19,235,713 yrs.
Compare the above with this much simpler formula:

E10

(e π -1 x E10)

= 1.374,802,227E10**;
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n - 1.373E10 = 18,022,274.4 yrs.

Compare:
E10

x(27√xy((10(10π : 10²) x 7000)) : 7000 = 1,964176.53 = ln n = 14.49**;
-1

Calculation: ln n = 14.4905865 x ln10 = 33.36580; 33.36580 x E7= 299708.06 -c = -84.43km**;
-1
(eπ -1 x E10) : 7000 = 1,964,003.182; ln n = 14.490**; n x ln 10 = 33.36559867 x E7=
-1**

299,709.89; n - c = 82.6 **; c = 29979.5 + 82.6 = 299,875.1-1 = 33.34721609
33.36559867: ln10 =14.49049539 ; e14.49049539 x7000 = 1.37480233E10;
Formula : 10(10

;

π: 10²) : (7000(e((E7(c – 82.6)-1 : ln10) = 5203.759 – 5199 = 4.759

Starting with Genesis’ 7 days and the p.f (10(10π : 10²) the year 4.8 BC is generated.
The formula: 10(10 π : 10²) : (eπ -1 x E10) = 5203.758 - 5199 = 4.758 uses the Eulerian
formula as take off point independently of Genesis and thus yields 4.758 yr. BC.
VERIFICATION:

10(10

π : 10²) : 5203.758 – 18,022,100 = 1.373 E10 **.

Varying calculating methods confirm each other.
-1
= 5203.758** – 5199
= 4.758yrs.B.C.;
Fcc: 10(10 π : 10²) : (e π x E10)
-1
E
10(10 π : 10²) : (7000(e(E7(c – 82.6) : ln10) = 5203.759** - 5199 1.374923571 10 = 4.76 yrs.
-1
(10(10 π : 10²) : (E10(Log (10(π – e1) )) + 3406253.7) = 5208.004 – 5199 = 9.00 years;
= 9.29 year B.C.**;
10(10 π : 10²): 1.373,439,749,37E10 = 5208.29 - 5199
E
1.373340625 10 : 7000 = 14.48943169 ; n xln10 = 299731.8952 – c = -60.6 km/sec.**
A conversion key is a special number with which a certain constant or *mn = metaphysicalfield-number 1448 can be generated. mn Metapontum statistics of the metaphysical fieldnumbers [mn] 1448 page 49-50).
Examples:
1. ln10 x 2π
= 14.4676**;
2. 14.48… : ln10
= 2 π**;
3. 14.48… x ln10
= 33.35 = E7 c- 1**;
4. (E-7c x ln10) -1
= 14.486…
relation between e,-1, π, 14.48, c, t, en 7000 as special numbers.
The number 7000 has a special significance.
-1**

1. 7000 : 14.488016 = 483.16 ; ln 483.16 = 6.18033 = 10Ф ;
-1 ………………………………………
2. 10(ln(7000 : 14.48816))
= 1.618 = Ф**;
-1
3. 7000 : ( e( 10 Ф )) x ln10…………………………= 33.35988763**;
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

E7(7000 : ( e( 10 Ф -1 )) x ln10 ) -1………………= 299761.2 = c – 31.3 km/sec**;
( 10 Ф-1 )) x 14.488016……………………… …= 7000.000**;
E7( e( 10 Ф-1 ) : 14.484714) …………………….= 299792.5** = c;
[10 Ф2]8 : 7000 = t = 31528256.7 = (4ln n)-1…...= 0.014478992** ;
[10 Ф2]8: t ……………………………………… = 7000** [6993.5];
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9.

7000 x e 14.48918637……………………………= 1.373 E10** = au ;
10. 7000 x e14.49141014…………………………….= 1.3760604 E10 = au**;
11. E7(e(10 Ф-1 )) x c -1 : ln 9.9975……………………= 7000.029**.
Explanation of formulae 1-11 of the number 7000
F1 =7000 divided by the metaphysical-field-number 1448 ±4 yields the transcendental
number 10Ф-1;
F2 = 10 x the natural logarithm of 7000: mn 14.48 yields the transcendental number Ф;
F3 = 7000 etc., contains the inversion of light c, and yields Christ’s age;
F4 = E7 times 7000 → yields the velocity of light.;
F5 =E7 e→ Ф times the 14.48 yields 7000;

F6 = E7 →e, Ф divided by mn148.48 yields light, c;
F7 =→ (10Ф ) to the 8e power divided by 7000 yields -t- in sec/p/year;
2

8

F8 = [10 Ф2] divided by –t- yields 7000;
F9 =7000 times e mn 14.48..yields NASA’S au, age of the universe;
F10= 7000 times e mn 14.49.. yields NASA’S au adjusted to π;
F11 = E7 → light times ln 10 yields 7000 (Metapontum statistics of the metaphysical fieldnumber [mn] 1448 pages 49-50).
EXAMPLES OF FORMULAE GAUEDE ON π, t, c, & AGE OF UNIVERSE [ step by step]
1. E7e( 10 Ф-1 ) x c-1 : ln10………………………........ .. = 6999.270 **= [7000-n = 0.73];
2. ((14.47516657)^(e1))-1 x E4…………………………. .= 7**;
3. E7(e(10 Ф-1 ) x (c – 10 π) -1 : ln10………………… .. = 7000.003**;
4. E7((√√ (7000 x 2 π) x ln 10.00764 )-1…………… ..= 299792.5**;
5. E7(e( 10 Ф-1)) x c-1 : ln 9.9975………………….….= 7000.027** ;
6. ((1.373E10 x t : c : E11) : ln10) : 2………………… = 3.138398273 - π = -1 : 313.05**;
7. ((1.373E10 x 2000 : 19 : E11) : ln10) : 2…………...= 3.138349072 - π = -1 : 308.3*;
8. ((1.374,397,493,7E7 x t : c : 10 : ln10 : 2 : E7…….= 3.141592658** = π*;
9. 1.3743974937 E10 - 1.373E10 = 13,974,930………= 14,000,000 - 25,070 year**;
10. 1.374,397,493,7 E10 – (14,000,000 - 25,070 jr.)…. = 1.373E10**;
11. ((1.374,397,493,7)^64)-1 x E12 ………………………= 1448.1395915 = mn**;
12. 64xy√(1448.1395915 -1 x E12)……………………….= 1.3743974937**;
13. 64xy√(1448.1395915 -1 x E12 ) x E10 – 13,974,300..= 1.373E10** = lu’;
14. 64xy√(1447.9669 -1 x E12 ) x E10 - 14,000,000
= 1.373E10** = lu’;
15. 10(10 π : 10²): 1.373,439,749,37E10 = 5208.29 - 5199 = 9.29 year B.C..**;
16. 10(10 π: 10²) : (e π -1 x E10)
= 5203.758 - 5199 = 4.758 year B.C.**;
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17.

t : c = 105.2648; [t : c = 2000 : 19; 19t : 2000c = 1 = 1.000015].
2000 : 19 = 105.2632**

Justification of prime formula: 10(10 π: 10²)
1.373E10 + 120,000,000 = 1.385E10**; The field number 10 π: is nearly shown in the field
number 1385 of π;
E

10 x (10 π : 1000) = 1.385455731E10**;

n - 1.373E10 = 124,557,313.6**yr. of NASA;
1.373E10 + 124,557,313.6 yr.= 1.385455731E10**;
log n = 10.14159265 (mantissa of π);
(10(1.385455731x10) = 7.154137947 E13**;
(10(1.385455731x10) : 1.373E10 = 5210.5884554** - 5199 = 11.59 yr;
Here the number 5210 ≈ 5199 is from the mystical theology.
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NORTHERN LIGHT (NASA) : THERE ARE 7O BILLION STARS
70,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 = 7E23 STARS IN THE HEAVENS
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

NASA reports: The universe contains 70 times as many stars than previously estimated. That
is 7 with 23 zeros. (see above). There are 350 billion more stars than in the Milky way.
(Data from JPL/NASA , jet propulsion laboratory 22- 07- 2003)
9

Analysis: 2 = 512 ;
Compare:

-1

3 x 29 xy√7E23 = 1113.2;

E

(c x E7)

2

√1113.2

= 33.365**

= 1112.65 ; √1112.65 = 33.356**

(33.3647 x 33.3647 : 1000) xy 512 = 7.0016E23 = number of stars. The n. 33.36 = 1 : c ≈ the
velocity of light times 10,000,000 = E7 and this corresponds about to the age of Christ.
√ ( E3x 29 xy√7E23)
= 33.3646**
E
9 xy
E7(√( 3 x 2
√7E23) -1 = 299718.6 - 299792.5 (c) = -73.8 km**.
Here the velocity of light is 74/km/sec less than in the formula. It is NASA’S estimated
number of stars; it approaches 7E23. Next, this formula is co-varied with the*mn =1448±4

=

(ln(10x(64xy√7E23) = 1447.043**; ((elog1447.043068) : 10)64
7E23**;
1447.043068 : ln10 : 200 = 3.142216 ; This shows the utility of the mn 1448 ±4.
10

(√(E3 x 29 xy√7E23) = 33.36462 / E7(√(E3 x 29 xy√7E23) -1 = 2299718. 6 – c = -73.8**km/sec.
-1

Analysis 2 : ee(√ln7 E23) = 3.140828 ≈ π**
E
E
Analysis 3 : 7x ee(log log log7 23) = 31556447** – t = -1153 sec. = - 19 min.
Analysis 3a: (4ln(E7ee (log log log7E23)))-1 = 0.014478243**
This analysis clarifies that universal measuring units exist that connect the age of the
universe, the number of stars, the velocity of light and the mn 1448±4.

The volume of the universe (vu) divided by the number of stars is:
4.400089212E28 : 7E23 = 6,2858.41731 = 2 x 31,429.2087 = 20,000 x 3.1429 = 3+1/7 ≈ π**
vu : stars = 20.000 π
(20,000 = (0.707-1 )2 x E3 )
4.400089212E28 : 20,000 x π = 7.00296E23**
20,000 π x 7E23 = 4.39823E28**
√√ (20,000π x7E23) = 14481697.69 = 1448.169769 x 10,000**
The 4th power root of vu yields the metaphysical-field-number 1448 x 10,000
14.48169769 x ln10 = 33.34534121 ; n-1 = 0.029989196 x E7 = 299,892. – c = 99.5km/sec.**
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This metaphysical-field-number 1448 x ln 10 = the velocity of light + 99km/sec.
The co-variance of this formula is the inverse velocity of light (c-1) times E7= 10,000,000
divided by the natural logarithm of 10 times 20,000 π to the 4th power.

(c-1x E7 : ln10 x 20,000 π)4 = 6.864 E23**
3xy√ ((20,000 π x 7E23: 4 x 3 : π)) x 2π = 1.375866516E10** - 1.373E10* =
28,665,156 years
Also :
3xy√ ((1448.169769 x 10,000)4 : 4 x 3 : π) x 2π = 1.375866516E10 - 1.373E10*
= NASA’S age of the universe + 28,665,156** years.
3xy√((20,000 π x 7E23) : 4 x 3 : π) x 2 π = 1.373 E10 + 28,665,156 = 1.375866516E10**
THE CONSTANT RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN π, 2 LOGARITHMS, t,

c & 7E23 STARS .

Formula A.
(lnln

π x (t x c) -1 : E10) -1 = 6.999200E23**

Formula A1.
E
14 ln10 x 1448.6423

(number of stars);

= 7.000014E23** (number of stars);

Formula A2.
((e log 1447.043068) :10 )64 = 7.000001E23** (number of stars);
Formula B.

(ee(7E23 : E10 (t x c)) -1

= 3.14153707 - π = -1/1342 ** (calculation π);

Formula C.
E
7√( E3 log log(t x c)) -1

= 299726.7 **- c = -65.8 km/sec. (speed of light);

Formula A.
(lnln

π x (t x c) -1 : E10) -1 = 6.999200E23**

(number of stars);

F.A demonstrates that: 2x the natural logarithm of π times in the inverse (-1) of the number
of seconds per year (602 x24x365.25 = 31,557,600) times the speed of light c = 299,792.5
km/sec divided by (E10), gives the number of stars in the heavens.
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Formula A1.
E
14 ln10 x 1448.6423
= 7.000014E23** (number of stars);
F.A 1 demonstrates: (E14) times the natural logarithm of 10 times the metaphysical-fieldnumber 1448.642 raised to the 3rd power yields the number of stars (7E23).
Formula A2.
((e log 1447.043068) : 10)64 = 7.000001E23** (number of stars);
F.A2 shows how the anti nat. log. e of the common log of 1447.043068) divided by 10 and
raised to the 64th power yields 7.000001E23, the number of stars in the universe.
Formulae A1 &2
demonstrate the effectiveness of the use of the mn 1448 and co-variances.
E

E

For. B. (ee(7 23 : 10 (t x c))

-1

= 3.14153707 - π = -1/1342 ** (calculation π);

For. B shows with the inverse (-1) of the hyper natural logarithm, ee, of the number of stars
(7E23) divided by (E10) times the inverse (-1) of the sec/yr.= 31,557,600 times the speed of
light, the transcendental number π.
Formula C.
E

7√( E3 log log(t x c)) -1

= 299726.7 **- c = -65.8 km/sec. (speed of light);

Formula c shows with the magnification of (E7) times the root √ of 1000 x the hyper
logarithm of the inverse (-1) of time times light (t x c) -1 the constant of the speed of light as
well as the ridged relation between time and light. Commentary: Time, -t- and the volume of
of the universe –vu- are the direct result or effect of light and these tree are convertible or
reducible to π, the mathematical arch mother.
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THE COSMOS AS VOLUME OF THE UNIVERSE.
[ Circumference of the circle = 2 π r²; the volume of a sphere = 4 : 3 x π x r³ = radius to the 3rd
power]
SAINT PAUL SAYS: WE ARE MADE TO COMPREHEND THE FULL MEASURE OF
THE UNIVERSE WHICH IS CHRIST’S LOVE FOR US!
Eph 3: ”For this reason, I, Paul, bow my knees before the Father from whom every family in
heaven and on earth is named, (16) that according to the riches of his glory he may grant you
to be strengthened with might thought his Spirit in the inner man, (17) and that he Christ may
dwell in your hearts through faith, that you, being rooted and grounded in loved, (18) may
have the power to comprehend with all the saints what the breath and length and height
and depth, 19 and to know the love of Christ which surpasses knowledge, that you may be
filled with all the fullness of God.
Commentary on Ephesians 3.14 (a π pericope)
St. Paul speaks of the heavens and the earth and the spiritually formed person in whose heart
dwells Christ’ love by virtue of his fundament of faith (credo) so that man is capable to
comprehend: the breath and length and height and depth, 19 and to know the love of Christ
which surpasses knowledge, that you (man) may be filled with all the fullness of God. In
other words; it concerns here two inseparable components: 1st the cosmic measure or
magnitude of love with which Christ loves us, and 2nd that His love is comparable to the
volume of the universe or heaven of which we ‘know’ with a kind of scientific light-timespace-continuum-sense of its immense (immeasurable) magnitude. The au is in fact NASA’S
1.373 E10 +/- 120,000,000 yrs. That gives us some grip that can be analyzed with a
mathematical metaphor and tested to Paul’ statement of Christ’ love for us.

Analysis:
√√((1.373E10 : 2π)3 x 4 : 3 x π) : E6
= 14.45906313** (unadjusted to π)
E
3
√√((1.373 10 : 2π) x 4 : 3 x π) : E4
= 1445.906313**(unadjusted to π)
E
3
√√((1.3760604 10 : 2π) x 4 : 3 x π) : E4 = 1448.3228** (adjusted to π exact)
10(10π

: 10²) : (1.373 E10 + 30,603,970) = 5199 **= 0 year A.D.

14.459 x ln10 : 2 = 3.13974. This number is π is minus 1 : 540; it is not yet adjusted to π
exact nor to the exact measure of the fullness of the times. From this, one may infer that the
love of Christ is already present in the cosmos but it is concealed in the mn 14.459. Its
mystical, transcendental and metaphysical presence awaits the full manifestation of π, that is
until the fullness of time has come to pass then the waiting of Christ’ birth and the incarnation
takes place. Because this incarnation is the love of God, it is God self and in that love for us,
his children, we are created and formed like Adam 5199 earlier. But Christ was in the early
stage of creation not yet openly manifested and incarnated. This will only be complete when
5199 yeas have passed after the forming of Adam, as it is said in the Mystical City of God.
This is expressed in the following formula;
10(10π

: 10²) : (1.373 E10 + 30,603,970) = 5199 **= 0 year A.D.
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Verification: 3xy√((14.45906313 x E6)4 : 4 x 3 : π) x 2 π = 1.373 E10** = au
Interpretation: 3xy√((14.45906313 x E6)4 : 4 x 3 : π) x 2 π = 1.373 E10** = au;
• 3xy√; the 3rd root power represents the Trinity of Father, Son & Holy spirit;
• 14.45906313; this number represents the divine creative love in the mn;
•

E6;

represents the not yet completed creation in 6 days.

• Christ comes when the times of waiting are fulfilled, 5199 after the forming of Adam.
• In this connection it is remarkable that there are in total 69 generations inclusive the
• birth of Christ after Adam (*see analysis of 69 generations underneath);
•

*4

; 4e power represents the 4 epochs: the beginning, now, future, eternity;

• 4 x 3 : π; represents the signal for the volume of the universe;
• 2 π represents the universal radius 1.373 E10 according to NASA - 120,000,000 years.

St. Paul’s Eph. 3.14, relates to the mn 1448 and the cosmic dimension of God’s love for his
creation, especially for man. This translates to acting in the spirit of faith in relation to:
A. Metapontum’ simulation peace-model in which players think and act voluntary in an
unselfish, cooperative harmonic manner (credo thinking takes place as a child of God,
that is the living Trinitarian God). This is quantified in the mn 1448.
B That in a cosmological sense the mn 1448 expresses the harmonic structure of the
universe in terms of transcendental, constant magnitudes.
C. That Christ’ Gospel stands in direct relation to eternal, metaphysical life (in heaven).
That it is indissolubly connected with the imitation of the laws of reciprocity, the golden
rule. That these laws equally apply in mathematics, logic and the laws of nature, and, but
most importantly, that they are the essence and backbone of all human and civil life and
are thus valid and indispensible in a social context. Hence this law of reciprocity ought to
apply universally and especially to political life. This means also that the inverse of these
laws of reciprocity are uniformly valid and applicable to those who voluntarily practice
destructive or chaos thinking as a way of life by waging war by any other name, and this
for financial, political or personal gain. That this mode of behavior must lead necessarily
to a permanent mental and spiritual mutilation and devolution. This eclipse of faith in the
message of Christ’ salvation, His forgiveness of sins of past wrong committed by
repentance and subsequent conversion is purposely rejected by them. In this chaos
thinking they will not acknowledge that the human spirit exists ontologically and that it
transcends all natural life so as to survive physical death. In this self chosen denial they
refuse to reconsider and exercise belief in atheistic, agnostic theories, such as: this
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universe has come from blind forces or chance, hence the name Big Bang; that the
cosmos is inanimate without any moral dimension or ethical dimension; that such never
will be shown and that no responsibility for ones personal deeds or behavior need be
given to any agency. That there is no life eternal, so they think so the live. But they are
wrong to their own misfortune!
This entire mathematical research project,
all the conclusions derived there from are founded
on the metaphysical-field-number 1448
in relation to the transcendental numbers e, π, Ф.

End of reflection on St. Paul.

There are 69 generations from Adam to Christ.
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(see 1 Chronicles 1-27 from Adam to Abraham);
•
From Adam to Abraham there are …………… 27 generations;
•
From Abraham to David there are ……………... 14 generations
•
From David to Babylonian exile there are…….. 14 generations;
•
from Babylon to Christ’s’ birth there are ...…..14 generations.
•
(Matthew 1-17); in total there are from Adam to Christ in 5199 after the creation of
the world: 27 +14+14 +14 = 69 generations. 5199 : 69 = 75.35 yr. per generation.

The 8th power root of the age of the universe au = 1.373E10 times 69 ≈ 10 π
√√√ (au x 69)

= 31.4098 ≈ 10 π;**

The 8th power root of the au = age of the universe =
√√√(1.373E10 x 69)
= 31.40978 ** ≈ 10 π;
E
0.1√√√ (1.3760604 10 x 69) = 3.1418527** ≈ π; (1.3760604E10 adjusted to π);

Thus:
(10π)8 : (0.01447011 -1 ) = 1.373E10 = au**;
0.1√√√ (10π)8 : (0.014492753 -1 ) x 69 = 3.14159261 = π exact;
Also :

(10π)8 : 69 = 1.37515E10 = 1.373E10 + 21,494,226.2** yr.
This conforms to NASA’S +/- 120,000,000 year difference. We see that the data can be
gauged to π. There were 69 generations necessary to purify the human family so that Jesus
Christ could be born from the virgin Mary, in the time period decreed by the Trinity before
the Flash-creation. It is remarkable that the number 69 is identical to the mn 1448 because
69 -1 = 0.014492753.
End analysis 69 generations.

THE VOLUME OF THE UNIVERSE
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N.B. The circumference of the circle = 2π r 2; the volume of a sphere is 4 : 3 x π x r³ = radius
to the 3rd power]
Suppose that the au 1.376063973 E10 year is a circle of time-light, than the universe has a
radius of au = 1.3760604E10 : 2 π = 2190068147;
THUS THE VOLUME OF THE UNIVERSE IS:

2190068142³ x 4 : 3 x 3.1415927…= 4.400089322 E28
√√4.400089322 E28 = 14483228.19 & (1448.322819 x 100²)4 = 4.400089321E28;
COMPARE THE INVERSE:
3xy√((1448.000000 x 100²)4 : 4 x 3 : π) x 2 π = 1.3756515 E10 = lu’ = log 10.1385084*
1.3756515 E10 - 1.373E10 = 26,514630.9 yrs.
Here the au is adjusted to π. The mn 14483228.19 contains also the speed of light and
Christ´s age because: 1448,3228.19 : 1000² = 14.48322819; 14.48322819 x ln10 =
33.34886533 = age of Chr.** n-1 = 0.0299860279 x E7 = 299860.3 – c = 67.77 km/sec = c.**
3xy√((14.45906313 x E6)4 : 4 x 3 : π) x 2 π = 1.373E10** = NASA’S age of the universe.
We may suppose that the mn 14.459 ≈ 14.48 is the harmony of creation as well as the impulse
of love from which God created the universe.
7 days of creation of the universe = 700 million x 700 million x light x light

√(4.400089212E28 : c2) ≈ 700,000,0000**

(699,696,44.2)

Expressed precisely:
3

√(((((1.373E10 + 34,576,942.1) : 2 π)) x 4 : 3 x π) : c 2= 700,000,000**
Explanation: The root of NASA´S time + 35,000,000 years divided by 2π and raised to the 3rd
power multiplied by 4/3π, divided by the speed of light squared c², yields 700 million!
What does that mean: It means that the simple number 7 of the Holy Writ times 100 million
times the speed of light squared reflects the volume of the universe. This is pure mathematics.
The formula does remind one of Einstein´ E= mc²; interpreted: the potential of energy present
is simply stated the mass of matter times light x light (c²).
Because :
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700,000,00002 x c2 = 4.4039161E28 ≈ 4.4E28 = volume universe;
√√vu = √√4.4039161E28 = 14486364.28**
The volume of the universe is the time/light/volume/continuum and that is harmonic. It shows
that co-varying these cosmic magnitudes is a valuable option that aides the imagination with
clean, pure, whole numbers that approach the truth of the of the real or ideal extend of the
universe. Here too the mn 1448 is an indispensible tool.
But also:
√(au’=1.376060386 E10 : 38) = 1448.2173 want 1448.2173² x 38 = lu’= 1.3760603973E10**

Thus also:
10(10π

: 10²) : (38 x 1448.21722 ) = 5199.0007** = Christ’s birth date
But in addition:

10(10π

: 10²) : ((3xy√((1448.322 x E4)22 : 4 x 3 : π) x 2π = 5199.002**

This formula confirms *the metaphysical-field-number in relation to Christ’s birth.
Compare these simple formulae with the above:

: 10²) : (38 x 14482 )
= 5200.56**
8
2
10 (10π : 10²) : (3 x 1448.217 ) = 5199.002**
10 (10π

Verification with π

log (10² (log (5199 x 38 x 1448.2172² )) = 3.141592684** = π exact!
This formula is in harmony with π

= 3.141596757 – π = 1/5002; π exact = 3.141592654

(1.373E10 + 34,752,140) x 5199 : ((3xy√ ((E7c-1: ln10 x E6)4 : 4 x 3 : π) x 2 π = 5199.0*
This formula of Christ‘ birth is in perfect harmony with light when 35, 000,000 years are
added; 29% of NASA’S 120,000,000 years.
With this the theory of theomathesis is elucidated and in addition it will be shown that the mn
1448 is easily convertible to:
A. the speed of light;
B. the age of Christ;
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C.
D.
E.
F.

the transcendental number π;
the age of the universe;
the year 5199 of creation before Christ’s birth;
The 7 days of creation.

Definition of Universe; Webster’s 7the Collegiate Dictionary.
Universe: [L. universum is versus, lit. turned into one: +vertere to turn toward, more at worth]
The whole body of things and phenomena observed or postulated.
COSMOS
a; A systematic whole held to arise by and persist through the direct intervention of divine
power.
b; The World of human experiences; a distinct field or province of thought; an aggregate of
stars comparable to the Milky way.
WEBSTER’S New 20TH century dictionary of the English language unabridged;
Definitie van het universum:
1; Lit. turning to one;
2; from or relating to the universe
3; extended to comprehending the whole of number quality or space;
4; world, creation or universe;
5; Creation in its most extended sense, is nearly synonymous with universe, differing from it
principally in not comprehending the Great First Cause and the idea of space
6; Gr. Kosmos, order, harmony, the World as an orderly system;
7; order, harmony;
8; the universe as embodiment of order and harmony..

FINAL MEDITATION:
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Π is analogous to the creative spirit of harmony, inspiring and encircling, so to say, the
entire universe, like man’s spirit that directs and reminds him of the eternal mathematical
laws of order to arouse him and make him yearn for unfettered, limitless, metaphysical life in
eternity, in a heaven of harmony, order and divine rule. Who can say what π really is save the
supreme intelligence of God alone? It is certain however, that harmony, love, light, beauty,
goodness and mercy but also justice, virtue and righteousness are synonymous with true
Being.

π is without beginning or end,

everlasting. Outside

π and Being, chaos is...

In Exodus 3-14-15 God reveals himself as: "I Am, that I Am"…
The circle is round. Do not these formulae unite physics, metaphysics, mathematics
and theology under a common denominator π? Are not all branches of true science and
wisdom developed to give thanks to the divine Logos revealed to us in order to raise their
voices in thanks to Life in the hope of final a emancipation and liberation of evil, hate, of
suffering and of death? Are not all of us poor humans only humble servants of Life and are
not all sciences meant to confirm each other in reciprocal respect in order to converge and
unite their voices in a universal hymn of harmony to the Transcendental Being in which all
men are invited to participate?
If the masters of science reject Love as the ultimate source of an ethically based
universe, from with human life has come by teaching so, is then the chance not all too great
that man will disappear as cosmic phenomenon by walking the road of blind, selfish
corruption, of chaos and war by pulling these like a magnet onto himself so that permanent
darkness and death will cover him and fulfill his deepest dread..?
Nay, science is meant to elevate and ennoble man’s spirit, not to enslave and destroy
him….Outside π is darkness, no light, no cosmos, no dynamics, no change, no growth, no
consciousness, no truth, no life, no science, no exoneration of false ideas or spurious theories,
no survival after physical death, no hope, no love, no heaven, no joy.
This small chapter is written for scientists to invite them to look at π in a new light of
confidence with trust in an eternal, constant reality in which all are men are asked participate
by virtue of this very mystical, transcendental π. The scientist who answers this call with
reliance changes his view from a dire mechanical, blind scientific agnosticism to an open
hearted, open minded wondering with respect for the remaining mysteries and paradoxes
beyond bounded human intellect and rationale. They can only stand to gain without losing
anything cherished except permanent death, remorse and wretchedness. All major branches
of human knowledge and wisdom have come to be in the end to pay homage to the divine
revelation, to unite their voices on one glorious choir for the major glory of the Creator of
Life whose humble servants they ultimately are. Sciences will converge to substantiate each
other in mutual respect in a grand and holy ceremony to Life transcendental. Each faculty has
its own language, protocol and rite to blend in this universal hymn. In the end all scientists
will bend knee and bow their heads gladly to this one supreme revealed eternal truth, such as
these formulas indicate. He has come to offer each of us life eternal !!
Such indicate these formulae. The author, Oss 2008-2009
Note 1:
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From the Mystic City of God by Maria Agreda Paragraph 138.
“By Mary pronouncing this ‘fiat’ [Luk1.38]
4 different things happened in 1 instant:
1st. The worshipful body of Christ, our Lord,
was formed from three drops of blood from
the Blessed Virgin Mary.
2nd. The sacred soul of the same Lord was created
just as all other souls.
3rd. Soul and body were united so that his
perfect humanity was compounded.
4th. The divinity united itself in the Person of the Word
with the humanity that together became one Being in
hypostatic union and so Christ was truly God and truly man,
our Lord and Saviour.
This happened in the spring on the 25th of March,
at the dawn of the day in the same hour in which our
father Adam was made in the year
5199 of the creation of the world.
This concords with the account of the Roman Church,
recorded under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit”.
[This computation was true with a certain reckoning,
so was communicated to me, when I, on request of my
superior, sought further information.
In accordance with this the world was created
and this was the beginning of creation].
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Translation of the above.
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TIME OF PEACE
“In the year 5199 since the creation of the World,
when God in the beginning brought forth
heaven and earth from nothing,
in the year 2957 since the great deluge,
in the year 2015 since Abraham´s birth,
in the year 1510 since Moses´ exodus from Egypt,
in the year 1032 since the anointment of David to king,
in the 65th week according to Daniel´s prophesy,
in the 194th Olympic in the year 752
since the founding of Rome,
in the 42nd year of Octavianus August,
when the whole world enjoyed peace,
in the 6th period of the world,
Jesus Christ, God in eternity
and Son of the eternal Father,
because He wanted to sanctify the world
by means of His grace,
was conceived of the Holy Ghost
and thereafter, nine months,
He became man,
in Bethlehem of Juda
and was born from the virgin Mary”.
Source: Catholic Newspaper the Netherlands
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From the book People:
The text:
God creates heaven and earth, the sun, the moon and the elements;
God the Father stands here at the beginning of all cosmic activity and
is therefore to be considered the Creator of all things visible and
invisible. Here is depicted how He with the aid of a compass creates
out of chaos (nothing) the important parts of the universe. God the
Father is represented here, naturally without the wounds of the
crucifixion.
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STATISTICS OF THE METAPONTUM METAPHYSICAL-FIELD-NUMBER 1448
Metapontum pieces consist of 2x 16 analogous chess pieces. With cooperative interaction they
exchange territory or place. There are 2x 8 pioneers (pi); 2x2 templar (te); 2x 2scientists/wise men
(wi); 2x2 ministers (mi); 2x1 magister (ma); 2x1 regent (re); laureate (la) is an elevated pioneer).
Example: te01
x
pi49 la1
distance of moves = 49 - 1 = 48
MOVE NOTATIONS
WHITE
BLACK
Move nm/hex mode nm/hex result distance Move nm/hex mode nm/hex result distance

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

te01 x
pi49 la1 = 48
01
te64 x
pi16 la1 = 48
wi02 x
te16 acc = 14
02
mi62 x
te49 acc = 13
wi16 18 adv = 02
03
mi49 x
pi13 h1 = 36
mi03 x
mi13 h1 = 10
04
wi63 47 adv = 16
mi13 x
wi47 acc = 34
05
pi50 x
mi47 acc = 03
wi18 34 adv = 16
06
pi47 x
wi34 acc.= 13
la64 16 pot = 48
07
la01 33 pot = 32
te62 64 rea = 02
08
te02 01 rea = 01
mi50 62 rea = 12
09
wi13 02 rea = 11
wi47 63 rea = 16
10
la33 50 pot = 17
ma04 x
pi52 la2 = 48
11
ma60 x
pi12 la2 = 48
ma52 x
la04 pot = 48
12
ma12 x
la60 po t= 48
te08 x
pi56 la3 = 48
13
te57 x
pi09 la3 = 48
mi06 x
wi09 acc = 03
14
wi58 x
te56 acc = 02
mi09 x
pi53 h2 = 44
15
mi59 x
mi53 h2 = 06
wi07 23 adv = 16
16
mi53 x
wi23 acc = 30
pi10 x
mi23 acc = 13
17
wi56 42 adv = 14
la57 25 adv = 32
18
la08 56 pot. = 48
te58 57 rea = 01
19
te06 08 rea = 02
wi53 58 rea = 05
20
wi42 26 adv = 16
pi23 x
wi26 acc = 03
21
mi10 06 rea = 04
la16 x
pi34 h3 = 18
22
wi23 07 rea = 16
la25 10 pot = 15
23
la56 x
pi26 h3 = 30
ma04 13 adv = 09
24
ma60 53 adv = 07
ma13 x
re61 Rex= 48
25
ma53 x
re05 Rex = 48
re53 60 pot = 07
26
re13 04 pot = 09
la34 13 pot = 21
27
la26 53 pot = 27
pi11 26 adv = 15
28
pi51 34 adv = 17
la10 x
pi34 h4 = 24
29
la50 x
pi26 h4 = 24
la34 51 rea = 17
30
la26 11 rea = 15
la13 x
pi54 sh5 = 41
31
la53 x
pi14 sh5 = 39
la12 x
pi55 sh6 = 43
32
la52 x
pi15 sh6 = 37
re60 x
ma61 key = 01
33
re04 x
ma05 key = 01
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------722
+
726
722 + 726 = 1448
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The total distance of the 2x16 = 32pieces = 722 + 726 = 1448 hexagons. The number 1448 is
called the critical peace distance or the metaphysical field number (mn). This metaphysical field
number shows special logarithmic, transcendental and exponential properties. These will be
examined separately in the chapter on theomathesis.
GROUP STATISTICS OF THE METAPONTUM-PEACE-GAME:
DISTANCE PER GROUP
MOVENEMT IN DEGREES
Group 1; 2 regents go
18 fields; [ 18 : 1448] x 360 =
4˚
Group 2; 10 pioneers go
64 fields; [ 64 : 1448] x 360 = 16˚
Group 3; 4 scientists go
144 fields;
[144 : 1448] x 360 = 36˚
Group 4; 4 ministers go
192 fields;
[192 : 1448] x 360 = 48˚
Group 5; 4 templers go
198 fields;
[198 : 1448] x 360 = 49˚
Group 6; 2 magisters go
304 fields; [304 : 1448] x 360 = 76˚
Group 7; 6 laureates go
528 fields ; [528 : 1448] x 360 = 131˚
32 pieces travel a distance of
1448 fields or hexagons = 360˚
Note: total of all realizations + all redemptions = the total number of pieces 16 +16= 32.
The 16 white pieces make :
Elevations to laureate
3 mp
Redemptions honor points 6 mp
Accommodations
7 mp
Simultaneous bypasses
2 mp
Realizations
10 mp

The 16 black pieces make:
3 mp
6 mp
7 mp
2 mp
10 mp

10 realizations + 6 redemptions = 16 pieces per side reach their goal!
Of the 66 moves with 2x 16 pieces, 30% are individual, 21% cooperative, 17% redemptive, 9%
elevation, 23% realization, and 0% moves that result in fatality. 30+21+17+9+23+18 = 100%
Average distance/per/move/per/group: 7 groups; 1448: 66 moves = 21.94 dist/pp/pg 21.94 : 7 =
3.134 ≈ π; 7 π = 21.99; π ≈ 3.134; Variations of ± 10 spaces are possible with different game
configurations; The number 1448 is from the standard chess position and is identical to the
standard Metapontum begin position. The transc.numbers e, π & Φ can be generated from 1448.
With identical strategies in a standard chess game players need 2x42 moves to exchange position,
20 more than in Metapontum. Note: 1448 : 360 = 4.022; 4.02224 = 261.74 = 100 Φ² (Φ =
1.618); xy4√ (100 Φ² ) x 360 = 1448.09; lnln(1.4e4) x 360 = 528.14; (528 : 16²) - (66: 32) = 0
Infinite chess variations starting from a legal begin position are claimed. Metapontum shows with
an identical begin position 3939 possible legal moves from which players select 2x 33 efficient
moves to exchange position. The ratio of 3939:1448=2.7203 ≈ e, the natural logarithm.
Note: the symbolism of the diamond shaped base of the pieces is a cross with 4 rectangular
triangles of 2.5 x 1.9 x 3.14 cm. (2.52 cm x 1.92cm = 3.140062). The hypotenuse is 3.14 cm.
The π here is nearly exact; this is also true when the metaphysical field number 1448 is used:
[2.5²+(√1448 : 20)²] = 3.141656² = π²
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Examples of how to generate metaphysical-field-numbers & e, π, Φ, t ,c
A. E2 log e1 x c -1 x E7
=
1448.65
B .(4ln(4e4 x 144000)) ¯¹ x E5
=
1448.11;**; mn
2
C. (Sin¯¹(2x 144.01762) ¯¹) ¯¹
=
1448.0001**
D. e( 528.67 : 20) : 1448²
=
144000;**; from the Apocalypse;
E. (20ln(144000 x 1448²)
=
528.7;**; mn
9
F. (10√ √ (π : √ π )¯¹
=
528.13;**;mn
9
G. (4(√ π) x E-6)¯¹
=
1447.990063; ** mn
H. π : 8xy√(10π¯¹ )
=
2.7182764;**Natural logarithm
2
I. (9xy√E6( 1447.990063¯¹ : 4))
=
3.1415926; = π **
J. ee (√(1441.90 : √0.0014419¯¹)¯¹
=
3.141509;**
K. e(1441.5 : 0.0014415¯¹)¯¹
=
1.61809 ;**
= Φ
L. (10√ √(10 (( log 1447.1277 : 10)¯¹))¯¹ =
1.618033973** = Φ
M. (3xy√ (ln( 1446.4354¯¹ : E- 5)
=
1.618033992** = Φ
N. ((e(log 1447.5858)2 x 1447.5858)) = 31577600**= t - 1.3sec.
New time formula:

O.

E5 10(1448.18 : 0.00144818¯¹)¯¹ = 299792.3** = c
New light formula:

Depending on the construction of the formula one can see how the e, π, Φ trio, time and light
can be co varied to yield with the mn the value of a transcendental number.

K. e(1441.5 : 0.0014415¯¹)¯¹
=
L. (10√ √(10 (( log 1447.1277 : 10)¯¹))¯¹ =
M. (3xy√ (ln( 1446.4354¯¹ : E- 5)
=

1.61809 ;**
= Φ
1.618033973** = Φ
1.618033992** = Φ

f I. uses the 9th power root etc. and the mn 1448 etc. to yield π;
f J. uses the hyper anti-natural log of the root of 1442 to yield π;
f K. uses the mn 1441.5 as exponent of e to yield Φ;
f L. uses the 4th power root and the anti log 10 with as exponent the log of 1447 to yield Φ;
Formula M. utilizes the 3rd power root of the log natural of 1446 to yield Φ.
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How to generate the natural logarithm (ln) e = 2.7182818..
1+[1!]¯¹+[2!]¯¹+[3!]¯¹+[4!]¯¹+[5!]¯¹+[6!]¯¹+[7!]¯¹+[8!]¯¹+[9!]¯¹+[10!]¯¹+[11!]¯¹+[12!]¯¹+…..= 2.718281828
1+
= …………………..…
= 1.000000000000000000 +

[ 1! ] ¯¹ = [1x1] ¯¹
= 1.000000000000000000
[ 2! ] ¯¹ = [1x2] ¯¹
= 0.50000000000000000
[ 3! ] ¯¹ = [1x2x3] ¯¹
= 0.16666666666000000
[ 4! ] ¯¹ = [1x2x3x4] ¯¹
= 0.04166666666666666
[ 5! ] ¯¹ = [1x2x3x4x5] ¯¹
= 0.00833333333333333
[ 6! ] ¯¹ = [1x2x3x4x5x6] ¯¹
= 0.00013888888888888
[ 7! ] ¯¹ = [1x2x3x4x5x6x7] ¯¹
= 0.00001984122698400
[ 8! ] ¯¹ = [1x2x3x4x5x6x7x8] ¯¹
= 0.00000248015873000
[ 9! ] ¯¹ = [1x2x3x4x5x6x7x8x9] ¯¹
= 0.00000027557319220
[10!] ¯¹ = [1x2x3x4x5x6x7x8x9x10] ¯¹
= 0.00000002755731922
[11!] ¯¹ = [1x2x3x4x5x6x7x8x9x10x11] ¯¹ = 0.000000002505210839
[12!] ¯¹ = [1x2x3x4x5x6x7x8x9x10x11x12] ¯¹= 0.00000000020876799

= 2.0000000 P
= 2.5000000 +
= 2.66666666 +
= 2.70833333 +
= 2.71666666 +
= 2.71805555 +
= 2.718253968 +
= 2.71827877 +
= 2.718281526 +
= 2.718281801 +
= 2.718281826 +
= 2.71828182818 = e;

2.71828182818 = e; the natural logarithm
(Φ) = 1.618033.. the symbol for the divine proportion with the
Fibonacci series 1; 2; 3; 5; 8; 13; 21; 34; 55; 89; 144; 233; etc..
[8: 5 ]
[34 : 21 ]
[144:89 ]

= 1.600000000; [ 13 : 8 ]
= 1.619047600; [ 55 : 34 ]
= 1.617977528; [233:144]

= 1.6250000;
= 1.6176471;
= 1.6180555;

[610: 377]

= 1.618037;

= 1.6180328, etc…….

[ 987: 610]

[ 21 : 13]
[ 89 : 55]
[ 377:233]

[√5+1]:2 =1.61803395 = Φ …..
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= 1.615384615;
= 1.6181818;
= 1.618025751;

METAPONTUM QUANTIFIES COOPERATIVE BEHAVIOUR
The Metapontum-instrumentation (game board, soft ware, tools, rules, protocol, game–
ideal, etc.) makes it possible to quantify the players’ thinking modality, to analyze this in
terms of:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Solidarity and sociability;
Intention and purpose of action
Distance;
Direction;
Effectiveness of handeling;
Ability to interpret complex instructions or given mandate

Those items and more can be applied to a relevant context of social and intercultural
relationships with functions that can be translated to verbal and non verbal constructive
communication by means of exchange of ideals and ideas; the practice of the art of
persuasion to act co-operatively and harmoniously for the common good.

“This game makes it possible to quantify cooperative behaviour, to isolate that measure in
varying contexts and then to treat it as either dependent or independent variable in a variety of
research designs…”
James McClellan,
Prof. of Philosophy of Education State University at in Albany, New York
[See letter next page]
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